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Summary of essays

This thesis consists of t"vo parts. The first part includes t"vo papers that deal with
the Swedish pharmaceutical market, and one paper that looks at strategic incentives
that arise in optimal treatment involving untried drugs. The second part, consisting
of t\VO papers, examines some implications of altruism.

I. Pharmaceutical pricing in a regulated market.
The first essay compares pharmaceutical pricing in the price regulated S"w·edish

market with pricing in the US market, \vhere no such regulation exists. vVe consider
all Ne"v Chemical Entities (NCEs) introduced in Sweden between the years 1987 and
1997 and compare our results "vith the findings of a previous study performed on
US data (see Lu and Comanor [1998] 1). vVe examine the development of launch
prices (relative to prices of existing substitutes) and price dynamics using the same
explanatory variables as in Lu and ComanoI'. Specifically, we consider the influence
on pricing of the degree of therapeutic innovation and the presence of similar brand
name pharmaceuticals. Furthermore, in line \vith Lu and Comanor \ve also consider
,vhether generic competition has any effect on pricing. Similar to Lu and Comanor,
,ve find that the relative introductory prices are positively correlated "vith the degree
of therapeutic innovation. The average relative launch prices are, ho\vever, higher in
Svveden. Contrary to the findings on the LTS market, real prices for NCEs fall sub
stantially over time for all classes of therapeutic innovation. lYIoreover, unlike Lu and
Comanor, "ve find no effect of brand substitutes or fronl generic competition on either
introduction prices or price dynamics. \Ve conclude that the price regulation effec
tively inhibits the use of penetration strategies, and that price competition bet\veen
pharmaceuticals is less pronounced in S\veden than in the es.

II. Innovativeness and market shares in the pharmaceutical industry.
In the second essay, "ve use the same NeE data to examine the extent to ,vhich

ne\vly introduced pharmaceuticals gain market shares in S\veden. vVe assume that
ne\v pharmaceuticals differ from existing products in t,vo dimensions. The first di
mension represents the pharmaceutical's (n1edical) efficacy. The second dimension
represents other relevant characteristics that the consumer values, e.g., the extent

1Lu, Z. J., and \\T. S. COlnanor [1998] "Strategic Pricing of Nevv Phannaceuticals", Review of
Econ01Ttics a'nd Statist'ics, 80 (1), 108-118.
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and nature of side effects or the administration form. Hence, the former dimen
sion is a general quality aspect over \vhich consumers have homogeneous preferences,
whereas the latter represents specific quality aspects over which consumers have het
erogeneous preferences. We therefore employ a simplified model of horizontal and
vertical product differentiation as a tool to derive the main implications these as
sumptions entail. We use the degree of therapeutic innovation as a proxy for medical
quality, or efficacy. The extent of brand substitutes is assumed to reflect the hori
zontal dimension in the market. The empirical findings correspond to the predictions
of the theoretical modeL In particular, "\ve find that vertically differentiated phar
maceuticals gain larger market shares on average and command higher prices than
horizontally differentiated pharmaceuticals. lVloreover, as a general rule competing
substitutes have less influence on the former than on the latter.

III. A simple model of strategic experimentation.
The third essay also relates to health markets, in a somewhat more abstract formu

lation. \lVe consider a simple model of strategic interaction in "\vhich two individuals
acting under uncertainty must learn about a payoff relevant parameter. Specifically,
\ve assume that the individuals are physicians vvho may invest in kno\vledge about the
efficacy of an unkno\vn treatment (e.g., a pharmaceutical drug). T"\vo treatments are
available~ both of "\vhich produce binary outcomes of either success or failure. One of
the treatments has a known success rate and represents an established drug, "\vhereas
the other is a new treatment \vith unkno\vn probability of success. At the outset, both
physicians have identical prior assessments of the ne\v (unknov'ln) treatment's success
rate. Only by prescribing the treatment "\vill the physicians gain information about
its characteristics. In each of t\VO periods, the physicians allocate the treatments to
their patients. The problem consists of choosing ""v-hether to prescribe the new or the
established treatment at an early stage. If the physicians prescribe the ne"\v treat
ment, they ""Yill gain inforn~ation that can be used to treat subsequent patients more
effectively. On the other hand, prescribing the ne\v treatn~ent also involves a gamble.
Therefore, the physicians face a trade-off "\vhether to sacrifice payoff at an early stage
for increased future payoff.

This paper considers t\VO information scenarios. In the first, "\ve suppose that the
physicians cannot observe each other's prescription choices. The problem is then a
simple variant of the one-armed bandit problem, extensively discussed in the statistics
literature (see e.g., Gittins [1989]2). In the other scenario, v,Te suppose that they can
observe the result of each other's treatments as well as their o\vn. This assumption
introduces a possibility for the physicians to learn about the nev\, treatment \vithout
having to administer ito to their o\vn patients.

2Gittins, J. C. [1989] AfulU-armed bandit allocation 'indices, "Viley, Chichest.er.
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In the pure equHibria for the interesting parameter values, one of the physicians
prescribes the nev\r treatment at an early stage, and the other prescribes the estab
lished treatment. This outcome also produces the highest combined expected payoff.
Ho\vever, strong free riding effects are likely to arise since the physicians both prefer
to let the other prescribe the ne\v treatment: it is better to play safe and use the
established treatment, while gaining the freely available information generated by
the other physician's experimentation \vith the new treatment. Therefore, failure to
coordinate the experimentation activity between the physicians is likely to lead to
an out-of-equilibrium outcome in \vhich none of the physicians prescribes the ne\v
treatment. In this case, no ne\v information is gained about the ne\v treatment, and
this outcome is the worst in terms of expected payoffs.

IV. Altruism as a cause of insurance market failure.
This essay examines the behavior on insurance markets \vhen individuals have

altruistic concerns for others' \~Telfare. We consider a large population of equally
altruistic individuals who all run a risk of losing their health \vith some exogenous
probability. Against a premium~ the individuals can obtain insurance \vhich fully
restores their health. Due to the altruistic preferences, the individuals may consider
transferring funds to those "rho are in \vorse health states than themselves. This
potentially has distorting effects on the individuals' decisions to purchase insurance:
it is no\v possible to forego insurance and exploit the good \vill of others if an adverse
health outcome arises. \tVhen only a few individuals interact: the presence of altruism
can potentially lead to severe savings and insurance distortions. In contrast to most
of the previous literature, we consider hO\~T altruism may create incentives to forego
insurance vvhen there is a large number of individuals. In addition to the free riding
effects that arise \vhen receivers exploit the donors, free riding may no\v arise \vhere
donors exploit other donors. Voluntary donations are a public good, and therefore
risk being under-provided in equilibrium. That is, each individual may consider their
personal contribution to be so marginal in relation to the total that giving seems
superfluous. Consequently, there is a possibility that no one makes any donations in
equilibriurn.

\Ve find, ho\vever, that there "\-vill be a positive total donation even \vhen the
population size approaches infinity. In the case vvhere all the individuals have the
same probability of falling ill,~v\ie find that even moderate levels of altruism can cause
complete market failure. In that case, no individual purchases insurance and those
,vho remain healthy \vill help those "rho fall ill. However~ it is simultaneously an
equilibrium that all individuals purchase insurance and that no transfers are made.
vVhen ,ve introduce some heterogeneity bet-\veen the individuals, this result is modified
and altruism must no\v be rather substantial to cause any severe distortions on the
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insurance market.
We also consider ho\v altruism relates to the information structure that prevails

bet"\\reen the insurance providers and the individuals vv-ho purchase insurance. In the
absence of altruism, asymmetric inforn~ation about the risk of falling ill may give
rise to well-kno,vn adverse selection effects when individuals with lo\v health risks
to prefer not to insure. A natural question is then ,vhether altruism reinforces or
counteracts these effects. We find that altruism strengthens the adverse selection
effects and thus causes more individuals to forego insurance.

V. Non-reciprocal altruism in dictator games.
This essay also looks at behavior consistent with preferences for others' utility.

\TVe consider ho,v subjects allocate funds bet\veen others and themselves in an ex
perimental setting. In particular, we let subjects playa dictator game in '\tvhich one
individual divides a sum of money betvveen himself and a recipient ,vho must accept
this allocation. The standard game theoretic prediction of the outcome in this game
is that the dictator keeps the money and shares nothing with the recipient. Since de
viations from this outcome have been observed in numerous experiments, it has been
suggested that the standard assumption of (solely) payoff maximizing individuals is
misguided. Instead, individuals are assumed to have altruistic preferences~ or a taste
for fairness. This explanation has, ho,vever, also met ,vith some dispute. The reason
,vhy individuals make positive contributions, it is argued, is that they expect others
to reciprocate in future interactions. This argument is found in e.g., Hoffman et al.
[1996] 3 ,vho hypothesized that increasing social distance would lead to decreasing
donations, vvhere social distance is a measure of anonymity bet,veen subjects (and
the experimenter).

In this essay, "\\re test this hypothesis ,vith a large degree of social distance, ran
domly dravving the recipients from the general S,vedish population. They are un
a'\tvare that they participate in the experin1ent. This design removes any remaining
reciprocity from the double blind procedure used by Hoffman et a1. In line ,vith their
hypothesis~ Vile should therefore expect the average donation to decrease to zero. 'Ve
contrast this design vv-ith a replication of the standard double blind procedure used
in Hoffman et al., and test the null hypothesis that the donation distributions do
not differ in the t,vo experimental treatments. \Ve found that subjects made posi
tive donations in both designs. Although the average donation '\tvas slightly lovver in
the standard double blind design, we could not reject the null hypothesis that the
t,vo treatn~ents produced the same donations. This result ,vas interpreted in favor of
individuals having altruistic concerns.

3Hofflnan, E., IVlcCabe, 1(., and V. Sll1ith [1996] "Social distance and other-regarding behavior
in dictator gan1es" , Arnerican Econornic Review 86, 653-660.
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Pharmaceutical pricing in a regulated market

MATS EKELUND AND BJORN PERSSON*

STOCKHOLM SCHOOL OF ECONOJvnCS

ABSTRACT. We compare how new pharmaceuticals are priced in the price
regulated Swedish market \vith the pricing of ne,v pharnlaceuticals in the lIS
market, as studied by Lu and Comanor [1998] . \Ve collect a data set consisting
of all New Chemical Entities (NCEs) launched in S,veden between 1987 and
1997, and test the same models as Lu and Comanor [1998]. In line vlith their
results, \ve find that introductory prices depend on the degree of therapeutic
innovation. The average relative laLIDch prices are, however, higher in S\veden.

Further, contrary to the results from the US market, Swedish real prices
for NCEs fall substantially over time for all classes of therapeutic innovation.
Also contrary to the findings of Lu and (;omanor [1998] \ve find no effect of the
presence of branded substitutes on either introduction prices or price dynamics.
Our results indicate that the price regulation discourages the use of penetration
strategies and decreases price cOlupetition bet\veen brand name drugs.

1. INTRODUCTION

The rapid increase in pharmaceutical expenditures in many countries (see e.g. Abbott
[1995] and Besley and Gouveia [1994]), has generated much interest in the pricing
of pharmaceuticals. It is sometimes argued that the presence of patent protection
and third-party financing could lead to excessive prices, and therefore many nations
have some form of expenditure regulation. One example is price caps, \vhich are
currently gaining in popularity \vith regulatory agencies and government institutions.
Ho\\rever, the use of price caps as a means to curb pharmaceutical expenditures is the
subject of some controversy. Opponents of price (cap) regulation argue that this may
adversely affect incentives to develop nev\T and better products, since producers are
not adequately reimbursed for the massive investments needed to bring ne\v drugs to
the market. This standpoint is taken by many in the United States "There no such
regulation exists, (see e.g. Danzon [1997]). It has also been maintained that price caps
are not even effective in curbing pharmaceutical outlays (Abbott [1995] and Danzon
and Chao [2000]).

*VVe thank l\'lagnus Johannesson for his advice and comments. \Ve have also benefited froln
COInments and discussions with Tore Ellingsen, lJlf GerdthaIn, and Bengt Jonsson.
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Pharmaceutical pricing in a regulated Inarket

In order to evaluate the effects of price regulations and to resolve the controversies
surrounding pharn1aceutical prices, vve believe that further empirical work is desirable.
In this paper, V\Te take a step in this direction, performing a basic comparison of
pricing patterns in a market with regulated prices ,vith a market where prices are not
regulated. 1V10re specifically, we consider hovv the pricing strategies of pharmaceuticals
in Sweden relate to the pharmaceutical pricing in the US market using identical
explanatory variables.

There have been a number of empirical studies on the pricing of ne"\v patented
drugs in the US market. Reekie [1978], in a seminal study, examined the introductory
prices of ne"\v chemical entities (NCEs) launched in the US betvveen 1958 and 1975. He
found that the introductory price (relative to existing substitutes) depended on the
degree of therapeutic advance, i.e. the price premium was larger for drugs offering
important therapeutic gains compared to drugs offering minor therapeutic gains.
Reekie [1978] also found that prices tended to increase faster for drugs introduced at
lovver prices compared to drugs \vith higher launch prices.

The pricing pattern observed by Reekie is consistent ,vith the observation made
by Dean [1969], who distinguished bet"\veen t"\vo pricing strategies for ne\v products:
skimming and penetration. A skimming strategy involves setting a relatively high in
troductory price to skim off the highest ,villingness to pay~ and then lOV\Tering the price.
Penetration is the opposite strategy: lo"\ver introductory prices follo,v-ed by increased
prices as demand picks up. Dean [1969] argued that skimming strategies are more
often used for products offering major advantages over existing products, and that
penetration strategies are used for products that offer only marginal improvements
over existing products.

Recently, Lu and Comanor [1998] (henceforth LC) performed a study of 144 NeEs
introduced in the US betV\Teen 1977 and 1987.1 The principal motive of their paper
,;vas to explore and quantify the demand side determinants for NCE prices. In their
vievv, therapeutic value and market structure are the main explanatory variables for
NCE pricing. This is in contrast to the more established supply side arguments often
used in the debate over pharmaceutical prices.

LC classified the ne,v pharmaceuticals into three different classes of therapeu
tic gain, depending on \vhether the drugs represented a major, a minor, or no im
provement over existing drugs. Introductory prices for drugs representing important
therapeutic gains ,vere on average about three times higher than those for existing
substitutes, ,vhereas ne,v drugs that offered little therapeutic gains ,vere launched at
about the same price as existing substitutes. The real prices for drugs representing
important therapeutic gains ,vere relatively stable over time. Ho\vever, for drugs rep-

1In their study, the term Nevv lVIolecular Entities (Nl\1E) is used.
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Pharmaceutical pricing in a regulated market

resenting small improvementsothe real prices increased substantially. These results are
thus consistent \vith Dean's [1969] observation of skimming and penetration strate
gies. LC also found that the presence of branded substitutes had a clear negative
effect on both introductory prices and price changes over time.

LC concluded that competitive forces play an important role in the US phar
maceutical market, and hypothesized that an introduction of price regulations may
discourage penetration strategies.

The purpose of the present study is to compare the outcome in a (price) regulated
market with the results in the US market by performing the same tests as in Le. To
do so, we examine a data set consisting of all NCEs launched in Sweden between
1987 and 1997, and estimate the same models as in LC. In line ,vith their results, ,ve
find that introductory prices reflect the degree of therapeutic innovation. Contrary
to the results in the US market, the real prices for NCEs fall substantially on average
over time for all classes of therapeutic gain, so the price cap regulation rules out
the use of penetration strategies. 1tIore interestingly, "ve find no evidence of branded
substitutes having any effect on either introductory prices or price dynamics. It
therefore appears that price competition between pharmaceutical brands is indeed
less pronounced under price cap regulation.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. We first give a brief descrip
tion of the pharmaceutical market in SVleden. Then we informally discuss some of
the hypotheses that the regulatory constraint provides and put these in relation to
the findings in Le. \Ve continue with a description of the estimated models and the
data, then "vith a presentation of the results. The final section offers a concluding
discussion.

2. THE PHARiviACEUTICAL 1vlARKET IN SWEDEN

In S,veden , a substantial fraction of the pharmaceutical consumption is subsidized
by the government. For pharmaceutical products that are included in the public
insurance program, the state ,vill fully reimburse individual consumption exceeding
some fixed amount per annum. 2 If pharmaceutical producers ,vish to have their
products reimbursed through this system, prices n1.ust be set by the appropriate gov
ernment agency. Prior to 1993~ prices ,vere determined by the National Corporation
of S"vedish Pharmacies (NCSP) after negotiations \vith the producers. The NCSP is
government-o\vned and monopolizes the retailing of all pharmaceuticals in S"veden.
\Vhen the NCSP ,vas in charge of the price negotiations, firms were not allo\ved to
sell their products until the prices ,vere agreed upon. If the NCSP and a firm \vere

2Presently, this amount is SEl( 1800 (approx. USD 180). Although the co-payn1ent schedule
has changed sOlnewhat over the time for our salnple (1987-1997L t.he state financed part has always
been large.
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Pharmaceutical pricing in a regulated market

unable to reach an agreement about the price, the firm could apply to engage the
Nledical Products Agency (NIPA)3 as a mediator. In 1993, the National Social In
surance Board (NSIB) replaced the NCSP as the government agency responsible for
administering the drug benefit scheme. Since that time, participation in the public
insurance program has been optional, so producers are allowed to market their drugs
outside the program and set prices freely. However, since consumption outside the
benefit program must be financed completely out-of-pocket, producers have rarely ex
ercised this option. The objective of the NSIB is to determine pharmaceutical prices
so as to:

• ensure a consistently high level of public health~

• ensure that a sufficient range of pharmaceutical products are available at rea
sonable prices;

• support an efficient production of pharmaceuticals;

• encourage the research and development of ne\v pharmaceuticals.4

Furthermore, "\\Then setting the launch price for a ne,v product, the regulating
agency should consider the medical merits and the health economic value of the prod
uct, the price in comparable countries,5 and the price (and reimbursement cost) for
related treatments (pharmaceutical or other). The health economic value represents
the societal benefit the ne,v drug brings in terms of savings for the total reimburse
ment bill (e.g. ~ through effects on other products comprised in the benefit schedule),
savings on social insurance due to reduced sick leave, health care savings in the form
of a reduced number of physician visits, and also savings due to a reduced amount of
care outside the direct health care sector (e.g. home care).

The manufacturer is responsible for providing the regulating agency \v"ith the
relevant information about the drug. 6 This information should also contain, apart
from the above, forecasts of sales in S\veden the first t"vo years after launch, and
predicted sales at a steady state level.

Once an introductory price has been set, it cannot be raised "\vithin the t\VO first
years after launch. Thereafter, applications for price increases for the \vhole product
line, but not individual products, are considered once per year. As a general rule,

3The MPA. is roughly the Swedish equivalent of the FDA in the US.
4These points are in accordance with the 1990 Transparency Directive of the European Union.
5lViost notably other northern European countries.
6The regulating agency has no means of conducting invest.igat.ions of its own, but 111ust rely on

the infonnation supplied by the applicant or outside sources.
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Pharnlaceutical pricing in a regulated market

the producer may increase prices "\Nithin some specified margin and is granted some
lee\vay for individual products in the basket. For instance, price increases on certain
products may be allo\ved if the producer lo\vers prices on other products in the basket.

Since 1993, the reference pricing system has been used in S\veden. This system
applies ,vhen the patents for brand name pharmaceuticals have expired and there are
generic substances in the market. If generic alternatives are available, the reimburse
ment scheme allows full coverage for products that cost no n10re than 1.1 times the
lowest priced generic pharmaceutical. If consumers \vant brand drugs priced above
this level, they have to pay the differential out-of-pocket.

3. PRELIIVIINARY DISCUSSION

3.1. The US and Swedish markets. LC argue that demand factors explain
well the determinants for NCE prices in the US, and their findings are in line \vith
what standard economic theory predicts. In particular, they find that therapeutic
advantage has a positive effect on relative launch prices since ,villingness to pay
increases in quality. Also, pharmaceuticals that are mainly intended for chronic
conditions command on average lo\ver relative launch prices than drugs primarily
intended for acute conditions. 11oreover, the former display a pattern of increasing
prices over time, so there is evidence that penetration pricing is being used for chronic
drugs. This is expected since chronic drugs are to a large extent repeat purchase items,
and the appropriate strategy for pricing such goods is by a penetration scheme: la,\!
initial prices in order to attract a consumer base \vhose loyalty can be exploited ,vhen
the producer increases prices later.

Furthermore, LC find substantial evidence that the presence of brand name substi
tutes has a negative effect on relative introduction prices. This is also expected: even
though brand name products are all patented they may still have similar therapeutic
properties and functions. Therefore~ prescribing physicians have more products to
choose from in treating a given condition.

Finally, LC find that on average the presence of generic competition among the
brand name substitutes has a positive effect on relative launch prices for NCEs. LC
report conflicting evidence on the effect of generic entry on NCE prices from earlier
studies, i.e. Caves et al. [1991], Frank and Salkever [1995] , and Grabo\vski and Ver
non [1992] . One explanation for the positive price effects offered both in Frank and
Salkever [1995] and in LC, is that it may be more profitable for a brand name producer
to focus on satisfying the inelastic segment of demand \vhen generic drugs enter the
market. In this instance, other brand name producers may follo\v suit and increase
their prices too. In short, LC conclude that the demand factor variables they con
sider explain both launch prices and price dynamics in the American pharmaceutical
market.

5



Pharmaceutical pricing in a regulated market

We expect some of the effects that LC describe to be present also in the Svvedish
data. Hovvever, given the broad regulatory policy objectives stated above, it is not
obvious ho\v the tvvo markets compare given the same explanatory variables. For
example, the price regulation in Sweden makes it difficult for firms to raise the price
of one of their products vvithout simultaneously lowering prices on other products.
Consequently, \ve do not expect to observe penetration strategies. Instead, we are
more likely to observe constant or falling real prices over the whole range of NeEs in
the sample, although it is conceivable that the prices of less therapeutically advanced
drugs fall less than those of n'lore innovative drugs.

As far as launch prices are concerned, it is reasonable to expect that therapeu
tically advanced drugs are re,varded ,vith premia by the regulator as con'lpensation
for high R&D outlays. Although the regulator could argue that, given that these
costs are sunk, it would be rational to offer the producer marginal cost coverage only.
Such behavior, ho\vever, is not in line with the regulator's objective to "encourage
the research and development of nevv pharmaceuticals". Also, producers \vould be
hesitant to supply the S\vedish market with their products in case they vvere not suf
ficiently compensated. 7 Hence, vve expect similar patterns as in Le. However, we do
not expect any major differences betvveen drugs intended for acute and chronic drugs
since penetration pricing is not really an option for the producers.

LC argue that the market structure, or, more specifically, the nature of competi
tion, is a strong candidate in explaining both launch prices and price dynamics. In
particular, the existence of more branded substitutes has depressing effects on NCE
launch prices. In the regulated environment, ho\vever, the market structure may not
reflect price setting to the same extent so the relationship betvveen prices and the
number of substitutes is less clear-cut. On the one hand, the presence of branded
substitutes provides the regulator ,vith more bargaining po\ver to keep prices lovv by
exercising "yardstick regulation". On the other hand, in the interest of the public
health the regulating agency has a commitment to ensure the availability of a variety
of horizontally differentiated products. For any given level of demand, each prod
uct then risks obtaining a smaller market share so the regulator compensates them
by allo\ving higher prices. Consequently, the strong connection between NCE prices
and brand substitutes observed in the American data may be less pronounced in the
S\vedish data.

As mentioned above, there is mixed empirical evidence of the relation bet\veen

7It can be said that the S\vedish market is very small in an international perspective so given
the sunk costs, any price above tnarginal cost should be accepted by the producers. IIowever, there
are additional costs associated 'with the n1arketing of a new drug, e.g. training of pharn1aceutical
consultants~ proll1otion campaigns, etc. Therefore~ the option of not supplying the drug may be
seriously vveighed.
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prices on nevv pharmaceuticals and the presence of generic competition an10ng the
branded substitutes. Here, vv-e have no reason to believe that the presence of generics
among the brand name substitutes should affect the NCE prices in any systematic
,vay_ The ambiguous effects from branded competition are expected to be present
here also. Furthermore, brand name substitutes vvith generic competitors tend to be
older drugs located further away from the NCE in product space than newer brands
,vithout generic competition. Therefore we expect a very weak link between NeE
prices and generic competition in our sample.

4. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS

4.1. Equations and variables. We novv proceed ,vith the estimation of the LC
model on the S,vedish data. \Ve consider the follo,ving t\VO models:

and:

(2)

\vhere:

LRA-T10

• Lll/RI5' denotes the logarithm of the ratio of the launch- price of an NCE to
the vveighted average price of existing brand name substitutes;

• LRAT10 is the logarithm of the ratio of the real price (CPI deflated) of a ne,v
drug four years after launch to its real introductory price;

• ..4 and B are dummy variables that take the value 1 if an NeE is ..4(B) classified
and zero othervvise;

• ..4CUTE indicates \vhether an NCE is used primarily for an acute condition;

• LNS denotes the logarithm of 1 plus the number of existing brand name sub
stitutes at the time of launch;
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• DG indicates ,V"hether an NCE had generic competition among its brand name
substitutes at the time of launch;

• LG denotes the logarithm of 1 plus the percentage of substitutes that had
generic rivals at the time of launch;

• BG indicates ,vhether or not an NCE has a generic rival four years after launch,
vvhen there was none at launch;

• LGS is the logarithm of the ratio of the percentage of brand name substitutes
that had a generic rival after four years to the same percentage at the time of
NCE launch, (expressed as vvhole numbers plus 1);

• DALP, DBLP, and DOLP are interactive variables equaling the product of
LlllRIS and the variables indicating whether the NCE is classified as A, B, or
C, respectively.

These models are in effect identical to the ones estimated in LC, and therefore
provides a frame,vork for comparing the results in the tVlO different markets.

4.2. The data. The data ,ve use consist of all NCEs approved by the Nledical
Products Agency (1:1PA) in Svveden bet,veen 1987 and 1997. In total the MPA ap
proved 335 NCEs in this time period. Of these NCEs, ·v/e excluded 89 from the
present analysis either because they ,vere never marketed in S,veden, or because a
price had not yet been set on the NCE at the time of this analysis. Our data set thus
includes a total of 246 :\CEs.

No official rating of therapeutic advance is available for pharmaceuticals in S,ve
den. l\.s a part of this research project~ a rating ,vas carried out by pharmacologists
connected to the lV1PA, (see Beermann and Rosen [1999]). Beermann and Rosen
had access to all relevant NeE information from the JVIPA and collaborated ,vith the
agency to determine the rating. The purpose ,vas to provide a rating of the thera
peutic advance for all NeEs approved bet,veen 1987 and 1997, according to ho,v the
NCE ,vas judged by the lVIPA at the tin1e of approval. They classified the NeEs
according to the FDA rating system that ,vas used also in the study by Le. These
classes are:

• A- Important therapeutic gain: Drug may provide effective therapy (by virtue
of greatly increased efficacy or safety) for a disease not adequately treated or
diagnosed by any marketed drug, or provide markedly improved treatment of a
disease through improved efficacy or safety (including decreased abuse poten
tial) ,
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• B- Nlodest therapeutic gain: Drug has a modest but real advantage over
other available marketed drugs; for example, some"\vhat greater effectiveness,
decreased adverse reactions, more convenient route of administration~etc., and

• C- Little or no therapeutic gain: Essentially duplicates in medical importance
and therapy for one or more existing drugs.

In addition to rating the ne"\v NeEs according to therapeutic advance Beern1ann
and Rosen [1999] also classified the drugs according to type; that is, ,vhether a drug
"vas indicated primarily for treatment of acute illnesses or chronic conditions.

Beermann and Rosen used the \VHO Anatomic Therapeutic Classification (ATe)
system to define substitute drugs (ATe Index ,vith DDDs (Defined Daily Dosage),
[1997]). The ATC system is divided into 14 anatomical groups (e.g. Heart and Circu
lation). Each anatomical group is divided into main therapeutic groups, and then into
therapeutic subgroups that are further divided into chen1icaljtherapeutic subgroups
(e.g. HlVIG-Co A reductase inhibitors). The chemical/therapeutic subgroups are fi
nally divided into groups according to chemical substance. For example, a chemical
substance is the cholesterollo\vering drug Simvastatin that belongs to the HJ\1G-CoA
reductase inhibitors chemical/therapeutic subgroup.

We defined close substitutes as drugs in the same chemical/therapeutic subgroup
that share the same indication.

This is similar to the definition used by LC~ and for most of the neVl NCEs
substitutes v~rere defined in this ,vay. In the event that an NCE did not have any
substitute in the same chemical drug class~ the substitute \vas defined as the drug that
\vas most commonly prescribed for that indication in the year before the introduction
of the NeE,.

For Class A drugs it is often difficult to define substitute drugs~ since many of these
compounds are intended for indications not previously treated by any marketed drug
(see the above definition of class ..4 drugs). In the ranking of therapeutic advance
according to the FDA classification scheme, Beermann and Rosen [1999] therefore
divided the class ..4 drugs into:

(i) drugs that lacked a substitute drug at the time of introduction (drugs for
indications not previously treated by drugs), and

(ii) drugs ,vith substitute drugs at the time of introduction (drugs providing
markedly improved efficacy or safety over existing drugs).

Out of the total 246 NCEs in this study, there ,vere a total of 8 class A drugs \vith
substitutes and there \vere 28 class .L4 drugs \vithout substitutes. Naturally, the drugs
\vithout substitutes could not be included in the analysis of relative introductory
prices since their relative prices could not be defined.
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In order to estimate relative prices betvleen NeEs and substitutes comparable
dosages need to be defined. For this purpose ,ve used the Defined Daily Doses (DDD)
systen1. recommended by the WHO for studies of drug use (ATe Index ,;vith DDDs).
A DDD is defined as the average daily dose of a drug used by an adult for treatment
of the main medical indication of the drug. Official DDDs ,;vere available for about
two-thirds of the drugs in our sample and \vere used in these cases. For the remaining
drugs daily dosages \vere based on the recommended average daily dosages in FASS
(Pharmaceutical Specialities in S,v-eden), a \videly used medical reference book that
contains instructions/recommendations on the appropriate use of all drugs in SVle
den. \\Then recommendations regarding dosages \vere not sufficiently specific or not
available in FASS~ \ve consulted clinical pharmacologists (Beermann and Rosen) for
the appropriate daily dosages. When doses were given in amount per square meter
(e.g. for creams and lotions) or amount per kg body \veight~ the daily doses \vere
based on one square meter and 70 kg, respectively.

Some pharmaceuticals are available in more than one form of administration. For
example, the same drug can be taken as a pill or a fluid. As a rule we calculate
the price for tablets ,vhen these ,vere available. If there ,vas no tablet, we chose the
administration form of the package containing the largest number of daily dosages.

\Ve based all prices on the official retail prices of drugs in S,;t{eden.8 These prices
are set once a year and are reported in FASS. vVe estin1.ated a price per daily dose
for all NCEs and all substitute drugs. \i\.le estimated the average price for existing
substitutes as the \veighted average of the price of all substitutes, \vith the market
shares in the year before the introduction of the KCE as ,;veights. \Ve collected data
on substitute quantities from SDJ\1 (Svitedish Drug 1·.farket (1987-1997), a database
containing the quantities of all drugs sold on the Swedish market graciously provided
by the S\vedish Association of the Pharmaceutical Industry. \Ale then adjusted all
prices to 1997 prices using the official consun1.er price index produced by the Statistical
Yearbook of S,;veden [1999].

8In Sweden the price is independent of the buyer (\vhich is not the case in e.g. the US).
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5. RESULTS

5.1. Summary statistics. Table 1 summarizes some statistics on relative intro
ductory prices for 218 NCEs introduced bet\veen 1987 and 1997 (excluding the 28 A
class drugs \vithout substitutes).

Table 1: Relative Introdutory Prices

Class R.elative Introductory Price Substitutesa )

N lVledian lVlean Std Range I II
l\
Acute 5 1.43 1.59 0.56 1.10 - 2.55 0
Chronic 3 10.97 9.40 4.88 3.93 - 13.30 0
COlllbined 8 2.04 4.52 4.83 1.10 - 13.30 0

B
Acute 30 1.64 3.75 4.96 0.17 -19.28 4.11 0.03
Chronic 42 2.55 3.92 4.77 0.09 - 20.32 3.80 0.17
Combined 72 2.25 3.86 4.85 0.09 - 20.32 3.93 0.11

C
Acute 63 1.26 2.16 3.09 0.04 -16.70 4.40 0.12
Chronic 75 1.13 2.18 3.54 0.12 - 26.17 4.49 0.18
COll1bined 138 1.16 2.17 3.33 0.04 - 26.17 4.4.5 0.15

a)Subheadings I and II denote the average nUlnber of branded substitutes, and the fraction of
substitutes with generic con1petition, respectively.

On average, relative launch prices increase vvith the degree of innovation. The
average relative launch price is 2.2 for C drugs, 3.9 for B drugs and 4.5 for A drugs.
The median relative launch prices are substantially lovver than the mean, indicating
that prices are highly skevved vvith a fe\v relatively high priced NCEs. The median
relative launch prices reveal patterns similar to the average prices, ho\vever. The only
exception is that the median launch price decreases some\vhat for A drugs compared
to B drugs. This result should be interpreted \v"ith some care given that there are
only eight ...4 drugs (\vith substitutes) in the sample. For drugs in classes Band C, the
average relative launch prices are about the san'le for acute and chronic drugs. For ...4
drugs the relative launch prices are lo\ver for acute drugs than for chronic drugs, but
again this comparison is highly limited by the small number of ...4 drugs.

The number of branded substitutes at introduction decreases \vith the degree of
therapeutic innovation. The average number of branded substitutes at introduction
is 1 for A drugs, 3.7 for B drugs and 4.5 for C drugs. The fraction of branded
substitutes \vith generic competition at introduction of the NCE also decreases \vith
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the degree of therapeutic innovation. For ~4 drugs, none of the branded substitutes
face generic competition vvhereas 15 percent of the branded substitutes for C drugs
face generic competition.

In Table 2 \ve sho\v some summary statistics about the inflation adjusted change
in the price of NCEs four years after introduction. This comparison includes all the
NCEs in our database vvith a follow"-up time of at least four years (N==149).

Table 2: Ratios of Inflation Adjusted Prices 4 Years after Introduction

Class Ratios of Inflation Adjusted Prices 4 Years after Introduction Substitutesa )

N lV1edian .I\I1ean Std Range I II
A
Acute 16 0.78 0.83 0.28 0.52 - 1.65 0.31 0
Chronic 12 0.75 0.73 0.12 0.44 - 0.91 1.57 0
Combined 28 0.77 0.78 0.21 0.44 - 1.65 0.90 0

B
Acute 20 0.93 0.90 0.33 0.34 - 2.05 2.75 0.10
Chronic 26 0.82 0.84 0.13 0.64 - 1.10 2.46 0.12
COlnbined 46 0.86 0.86 0.24 0.34 - 2.05 2.60 0.11

C
Acute 42 0.89 0.89 0.29 0.40 - 2.51 4.58 0.13
Chronic 33 0.79 0.81 0.10 0.64 - 1.07 4.03 0.14
Combined 75 0.84 0.85 0.23 0.40 - 2.51 4.33 0.14

a)Subheadings I and II denote the average number of branded substitutes~ and the fraction of
substitutes with generic c0111petitiol1, respectively.

The average real price decreases over time for all classes of drugs: for ~4 drugs the
average real price decline is 22 percent, for B drugs it is 14 percent, and for C drugs
the average real price decline is 15 percent. There is thus a tendency for a larger
price decline for ~4 drugs compared to Band C drugs. There is also a tendency for
a greater decline in prices for chronic drugs compared to acute drugs. The range of
price changes for the individual drugs is ,vide, \vith some drugs more than doubling
in price and some decreasing to a third of the introductory price.
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5.2. Regression results. Table 3 sho\vs the regression results of the determi
nants of relative introductory prices (Equation 1).

Table 3: Regression Analysis of Determinants of Relative Introductory Prices

Variable Regression
EquationsQ.)

Constant 0.485 *** 0.486*** 0.486***
(2.895) (2.886) (2.889)

A 0.920** 0.920** 0.921 **
(2.446) (2.483) (2.442)

B 0.463 *** 0.463**"" 0.462***
(2.988) (2.980) (2.978)

Acute -0.197 -0.197 -0.200
( -1.371) ( -1.351) ( -1.375)

LNS -0.124 -0.124 -0.119
( -1.239) ( -1.138) ( -1.125)

DG 0.004
(0.019)

LG -0.077
(-0.153)

N 218 218 218

R2 0.082 0.083 0.083

R2r'\DJ 0.065 0.061 0.061

F 4.794*** 3.817*** 3.822***

a)NUlnbers in parentheses are t-values. *Significance at the 10 %' level. **Significance at the 5 %
level. ***Significance at the 1 % level.

The variable for class ...4 drugs is statistically significant at the 5 percent level and
the variable for class B drugs is significant at the 1 percent level. IVloreover ~ both
have the expected signs. This strongly suggests that A and B drugs are launched at
higher relative prices than CI drugs. The coefficient for ...4 drugs is also, as expected,
higher than for B drugs, but this difference betvveen A and B drugs is not significant.
The variable for acute drugs is negative but not significant. The variable for the
number of branded substitutes is also negative and insignificant. The extent of generic
competition on the market does not sho\v a significant effect either. The explanatory
po\ver of the regression equations for introductory prices is lovv \vith an R-square
value of 8 percent.
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Table 4 reports the results for the determinants of the real price change four years
after introduction.

Table 4: Regression Analysis of Rates of Change of Real Prices

Variable Determinants of Real Price Changesa )

Constant -0.202*** -0.203*** -0.201*** -0.175*** -0.174*** -0.168***
(-4.813) (-4.811) (-4.782) (-3.039) (-3.000) (-2.900)

A -0.138*** -0.138*** -0.140*** -0.126 -0.130 -0.137
(-2.624) (-2.625) (-2.67]) (-0.855) (-0.880) (-0.934)

B 0.032 0.033 0.031 0.003 0.004 0.005
(0.726) (0.750) (0.722) (0.040) (0.050) (0.059)

Acute 0.069* 0.068* 0.064* 0.076* 0.077* 0.075*
(1.856) (1.840) (1. 739) (1.932) (1.943) (1.900)

DALP -0.008 -0.008 -0.008
(-0.330) (-0.320) (-0.314)

DBLP -0.001 -0.001 -0.003
( -0.039) (-0.081) (-0.196)

CDLP -0.009 -0.009 -0.010
(-0.762) ( -0.761) (-0.871)

LNS -0.020 -0.016 -0.011 -0.008 -0.014 -0.010
(-0.872) (-0.62]) (-0.476) (-0.090) (-0.539) (-0.395)

BG -0.023 -0.032
(-0.356) (-0.468)

LGS -0.280 -0.313
(-1.175) (-1.280)

N 128 128 128 149 149 149

R2 0.093 0.096 0.104 0.094 0.095 0.104

R2ADJ 0.064 0.059 0.067 0.049 0.043 0.053

F 3.567*** 2.862** 3.138*** 2.089** 1.845* 2.041 **

a)Nulllbers in parentheses are t-values. *Significance at the 10 % level. **Significance at the 5 %
level. ***Significance at the 1 %' level.
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vVe estimated the equations both ,vith and \vithout the interaction terms between
relative introduction prices and the drug classification. The reason for this is that we
may include the A class drugs that had no substitute drug at the time of introduction.

The variable for class A drugs is negative and highly significant, ,vhereas the
variable for class B drugs is positive but insignificant. This indicates that prices
for A drugs decline faster over time than prices for Band C drugs, but that there
is no significant difference bet\veen Band C drugs. The variable for acute drugs
has a positive coefficient, but fails to be significant at the 5 percent level. The
variables for generic competition and brand name competition have no significant
effect on the change in prices over time. Like,vise, the interaction variables bet\veen
drug classification and relative introductory price are insignificant. The explanatory
po\ver of the regression equations is lo\v \vith an R-square value of about 10 percent.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The main purpose of this paper was to compare NCE pricing outcomes in a regulated
market (S\veden) \vith those reported from a market '~lithout price regulation (US).
In accordance ,\lith LC ,ve found that introductory prices depend on the degree of
therapeutic innovation. The patterns \vere similar in both studies, but the average
relative introductory prices ,vere higher for all classes of drugs in the regulated market.

The inflation-adjusted price change over time differed substantially bet\veen the
studies. In the present analysis~ real prices declined over time for all classes of drugs.
This result is in contrast to the substantial price increase that vvas reported for C
drugs in the US.

Compared to the US market, the S\vedish market is thus characterized by higher
relative launch prices and falling real prices over time. This pattern of high relative
launch prices and declining real prices over time is in line \vith '\That one might
expect from the price cap regulation in S\veden. Although penetration pricing ,vas
not observed for any of the classes of drugs, there \vas a small tendency for the prices
of class ~4 drugs to fall more than the prices of class B and class C drugs. This ,vas
the only similarity \vith the LTS market in pricing patterns over time.

Contrary to the results in LC there ,vas also a tendency for real prices of acute
drugs to fall less over time than those of chronic drugs. LC also found that branded
substitutes had a substantial negative effect on both introductory prices and price
changes over time, and that the extent of generic competition tended to increase the
relative launch prices. vVe found no significant effect of the number of substitutes,
branded or generic, neither on the relative launch prices nor on the price changes over
time.

\Ve note that the NeE samples used in the S,vedish and American studies are
taken in different time periods. The samples are roughly of the same length but the
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present sample starts some ten years after the one used in LC. This discrepancy may
have some effect on the validity of the comparison.

The differences in price behavior bet,veen the US and the S,vedish markets suggest
that the competitive forces at work in the two regimes are different. Pricing decisions
seem to playa major role in the US, whereas it is difficult to see from the Swedish data
that prices are as important strategic variables in the regulated market. Clearly, price
caps limit the possibilities to use certain pricing strategies which then naturally do not
appear in the Swedish data. It generally appears that some of the pricing constraints
imposed by the regulator offset some disciplinary effects that market forces bring.
The high variance in introductory prices and the lack of price effects from branded
competition in the Swedish market are examples of this.
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Innovativeness and nlarket shares in the pharmaceutical industry

l\tlATS EKELUND AND BJORN PERSSON*

STOCKHOL1vI SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS

ABSTRACT. \Ve analyze the pharmaceutical Inarket ,vith a model of hor
izontal and vertical product differentiation. The in1plications frorn the n10del
are tested on data from the S,vedish pharmaceutical market. vVe find that ver
tically differentiated drugs gain larger market shares, command higher prices,
and are less sensitive to substitutes than drugs that are only horizontally dif
ferentiated.

1. INTRODUCTION

Pharmaceutical producers are bringing more and more sophisticated drugs to the
market, contributing to the quality of life of millions of patients. This, hO"\\Tever,
is occurring at rising cost, as reflected in the shares of national GDPs devoted to
pharn1aceutical expenditures. In n10st countries, there is extensive government in
volvement in public reimbursement schemes reflecting a concern that pharmaceutical
products be efficiently provided to citizens. The associated price regulations stem
ming from these schemes are an example of ho'w· decision makers try to control the
rising costs caused by increasing consumption of medical drugs. J\lean\vhile, there is
a general a"\vareness of the trade-off bet"\~leen controlling costs and providing proper
incentives for efficient consumption of drugs on the one hand, and the need to re
ward medical R&D on the other. Given the welfare gains at stake. it is \vorth"\vhile
to explore ho\v incentives for R&D are provided on the pharmaceutical market. In
this paper. \lve ask ho"\v the introduction of ne\v innovative drugs is re\varded through
market shares and prices in the S"\\Tedish market.

Earlier research on the economics of the pharmaceutical market has focused mainly
on three topics: behavior at generic entry after patent expiration, pricing policies and
price sensitivity of pharmaceuticals, and the effectiveness of promotion outlays. In
the first category the literature has addressed questions concerning various barriers to
entry, price competition, and factors that determine entry. Examples in this category
are Grabovvski and Vernon [1992], Ftank and Salkever [1997] on pricing and barriers to
entry, and Scott 1;lorton [1999] on factors that determine generic entry. Reekie [1978]
and Lu and Comanor [1998] analyzed pricing strategies as a function of product

*vVe thank l\!lagnlls Johannesson for his advice and COllllllents. \Ve have also benefited fron1
COlnments and discussions virith 'Tbre Ellingsen, Dlf GerdthaIll, and Bengt Jonsson.
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innovativeness. Ellison et al. [1997] studied the price sensitivity of generic and
therapeutic substitutes, and lVlortimer [1997] considered the influence of insurance on
prescription patterns. The effectiveness and importance of advertising and 'promotion
"vas analyzed by Berndt et al. [1995], and earlier by Hur\vitz and Caves [1988].

Recent ,v-ork has offered ne"v perspectives on the pharmaceutical market. For
instance, Berndt et al. [1999] investigated the existence of network effects in the
antiulcer market, and Stern and Trajtenberg [1998] used micro data to study physi
cians' prescription behavior. Lichtenberg [1998] studied creative destruction in the
pharmaceutical market, measuring the effect of ne\v drug introductions on the sales
of old drugs. Lichtenberg's results suggest that the most innovative drugs increase
aggregate sales one-to-one, "vhile less innovative ne"v drugs decrease the sales of old
drugs more than they increase aggregate sales.

Unlike earlier work that ,vas limited to generic pharmaceuticals or particular sub
markets, this paper considers the direct interplay between innovativeness, prices, and
market shares for ne\v innovative pharmaceuticals in many submarkets. We hope
to shed some light on the most important variables \vhich determine ho\v a ne,v in
novative pharmaceutical is re\varded in the market. \Ve focus on the differentiation
aspect of the good, a factor ,v-hich v..re believe is fundamental for understanding ho,v
new innovative drugs capture market shares. l\IIore specifically, we assume that new
innovative drugs are differentiated from each other both in vertical and horizontal
dimensions. Along the vertical dimension, pharmaceuticals differ in their general
medical efficacy, Vt,Thereas the horizontal dimension measures ho\v the drugs cater to
idiosyncratic tastes or needs. We provide an analysis of this in a model and test its im
plications on S,vedish quarterly data. \lVe consider Ne,v Chemical Entities (NCEs) in
55 therapeutic categories ,vith observations ranging over a t'~lelve-year period. Our
main result is that the more innovative and vertically differentiated drugs capture
larger market shares and higher prices compared \vith the less innovative drugs that
are only horizontally differentiated. The market shares of the vertically differentiated
drugs also seem less sensitive to the number of substitutes. \'Ve also conjecture that
more innovative drugs capture larger market shares "Then consumers are insensitive
to prices. If prices are regulated in such an environment, relative prices must be set
differently in order to maintain the same incentives as in the unregulated setting.

The paper is organized as follo\vs. After a discussion of the pharmaceutical market,
\ve present an address model of product differentiation in the spirit of Hotelling. 'l,\Te
proceed vvith a description of the data and an empirical analysis of some of the
implications \ve derive from the model. Finally, ,ve conclude by summarizing the
main results.
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2. THE PHARMACEUTICAL l\1ARKET

It is son'letimes argued that vvhile there is nothing fundamentally unique about the
pharmaceutical market, n'lany features present in other industries are combined and
exaggerated.

At the very heart of the industry is a heavy focus on research and development.
Bringing a new therapeutic drug to the market is a lengthy and costly process: the
average time period between the scientific conception and the marketing of a new
drug is reported to be about ten years in the US, and the associated average cost is
nearly 300 million USD. 1 The primary reasons are the stochastic nature of new drug
development and the rigorous safety regulations imposed on the industry. For every
ne\v pharmaceutical brought to the market, tens of thousands of molecular structures
have been screened. An over\vhelming majority of the candidate compounds will
fail and be discarded on the way, leavi.ng only a tiny subset for further testing first
on animals and then on humans. 2 Once the required testing is complete, and the
developing firm has a marketable end product, the manufacturer must obtain approval
from the regulatory authorities to start selling the drug. If the drug is approved the
firm usually initiates an intense marketing to boost demand. The pharmaceutical
industry spends, on average, about the san'le share of its revenues on n'larketing as
it does on research (Comanor and Sch\veitzer [1995]). This figure is matched only
in certain markets for sophisticated electronic components. Hence, the industry is
extreme also in this sense.

The demand side is also atypical. The final consumer (the patient) does not usu
ally choose the specific product, or even treatment. Instead, a better informed agent
(the physician) makes the choice for the consumer. In addition, the physician may
be constrained in her choice of products due to third party payment and other reg
ulations. The high degree of insurer involvement is particular to the pharmaceutical
market, and to the health industry in general.

Pharmaceuticals are fairly specialized products, and individuals respond idiosyn
cratically to different drugs. Therefore individual consumers may not agree on the
ranking of a given pharmaceutical in relation to others, although there is consensus
over the general efficacy or therapeutic benefit of the drug. The individual reaction
to a certain brand (e.g. "\vith regard to the nature and intensity of its side effects) is
often hard to predict ex ante. For this reason, pharn'laceuticals are, to a high degree,
experience goods "\vhose benefits must be judged after consumption.

It is natural to assume that the process leading to a good match bet"\~leen an in-

1 The Economist [1998], Schweitzer [1997].
20n average, only lout of 10 000 1110lecules that enter the initial screening process is actually

developed into a drug. (The Econorn'ist [1998])
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dividual consumer and a drug is perceived as a cost by the patient. Individuals are
adverse to exposing themselves to unwelcome side effects that may result from con
suming ne,v pharmaceuticals. The consumer (and in some sense also the prescribing
physician) is thought of as making a "consumption investment" in a given drug which
"vill increase the differentiation relative to the ex ante.

Therefore we suggest that if an individual has found a good or even acceptable
match, he will be reluctant to try a new drug even if the ne,v drug is expected to be
slightly better. In other ,vords, an individual who s,vitches between brands ,vill incur
an additional cost.

As mentioned above, vve have chosen to concentrate on the product differentiation
aspect of pharmaceutical drugs. We contend that therapeutic drugs are well suited
for the traditional story of horizontal and vertical product differentiation. This lit
erature stems from the seminal contributions of Launhardt and Hotelling and has
been elaborated by numerous others. The basic idea is that pharmaceuticals provide
some degree of therapeutic advantage or general medical efficacy, ,vhich constitutes
the vertical component of the products. All individuals (patients and/or physicians)
agree on the ranking of the products in this respect. That is, all individuals prefer
a higher medical efficacy product to a lo,ver efficacy product, all else being equal,
implying that they would choose the former over the latter. In addition, there is a
horizontal dimension representing the individuals' idiosyncratic tastes for products.
In our framework ,\ve assume that various pharmaceuticals may be ranked differently
by individual consumers, even ,vhen they have the same medical potency to treat
a certain condition. The reason is that some individuals may experience more se
vere side effects from certain pharmaceuticals than other individuals, or simply that
they prefer a certain profile of side effects over another. This horizontal component
therefore suggests that they ,vould not necessarily prefer the same drug if prices ,vere
equal.

The market for anti-depressants is a pharmaceutical submarket "vith both hori
zontal and vertical product differentiation, and here serves as an example. In this
market, there are t"vo predominant types of pharmaceuticals, the tricyclic drugs and
the Serotonin inhibitors, SSRls. The tricyclic drugs belong to an older class of anti
depressants. These drugs increase the production of neurotransmitters of which lov\T
levels are associated ,vith depression. The SSRIs belong to a ne"ver generation of
drugs. Instead of increasing the production of some neurotransmitters, these inhibit
the uptake of a certain neurotransmitter, serotonin.

It has not been scientifically ascertained that the SSRIs are on average more ef
fective in providing relief or treating depression than the older tricyclics. The main
contribution of the SSRIs is the reduced probability of adverse side effects and gen-
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erally less severe side effects. The first of the SSRI drugs (Prozac®) was therefore
not classified as an ...4 drug (important therapeutic gain) according to the FDA clas
sification system, but as a B drug (modest therapeutic gain). Due to the reduced
probabilities of side-effects, the SSRIs are vertically differentiated from the tricyclics.
There is also inter-brand horizontal differentiation (within the SSRI group and within
the tricyclics gro®), and intra-brand differentiation (between the two groups). For

example, Prozac R is horizontally differentiated from the other SSRIs in that it has
the longest half-life. This characteristic is attractive for individuals "Tho sometimes
forget to take their medication, but it is a disadvantage to those \vho occasionally
experience adverse reactions. SSRIs are horizontally differentiated from tricyclics in
that they produce certain side effects (such as gastrointestinal disease) ,vith higher
probability than the tricyclics, but there is a (much) lower probability for a ,vide
range of other symptoms. For this reason, some patients may have a nonpecuniary
reason to prefer a tricyclic drug to an SSRI drug, even though SSRIs are generally
perceived as more advanced and innovative.3

The Swedish pharmaceutical market. In the S\vedish pharmaceutical mar
ket consumers are largely subsidized, and prices are determined in a regulated envi
ronment. Until 1993, pharmaceutical prices \vere determined in negotiations between
producers and the National Corporation of S\vedish Pharmacies (NCSP). The NCSP
is a state-o\vned company that monopolizes the retailing of all drugs in Sweden. In
1993 a government agency, the National Social Insurance Board (NSIB), assumed the
role of the NCSP in the negotiations \vith the pharmaceutical industry. The regula
tory rules also changed slightly, so that from 1993 a producer need only negotiate a
price \vith the NSIB if it \vants consumers to be reimbursed for its products \vithin the
national pharmaceutical benefit scheme.4 Prices are set annually, but both producers
and the agency may initiate re-negotiations in cases ,vhere there are ,vide discrepan
cies betvveen the anticipated and the actual performance of their products. In the
present san'lple there are few cases of drastic price changes, hovvever. In most cases
real prices decline slightly over time. \Ve think of the outcome as the result of ~ one
shot bargaining process bet:\veen t,vo equally potent parties. Both parties consider
the price levels in comparable countries and seem reluctant to deviate from the norm
in the European Union, not least because of the potential effects of parallel import.
Once the initial price is agreed upon, the price path is normally corrected only so
that the price falls just beloV\,T the CPI, unless the drug performs very unexpectedly.

3An excellent reviev.r on the medical properties of anti-depressants is provided in the paper
"Phannaceutical Innovations and Nlarket Dynalnics: Tracking Effects on Price Indexes for Anti
depressant Drugs" by Berndt et al. [1996].

4.LL\ producer lnay opt not to do this and set prices independently.
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Pharmaceutical consumption in S"\veden is financed in three different ,vays. The
cost of prescription drugs is shared between the NSIB and the patient. The patient
pays a decreasing fraction of her consumption out-of-pocket up to a certain level,
above which pharmaceuticals are entirely covered by the NSIB via federal taxes.
This scheme is re-initiated annually so that once the consumers have reached the
level 1Nhere co-payment stops, they pay nothing for additional pharmaceutical con
sumption for the remainder of that year.5 Pharmaceuticals that are sold to and
consumed in hospitals are financed by the regional authorities, which organize and
provide most of the health care in S"\veden. Finally, prescription-free, over-the-counter
pharmaceuticals are paid for by consumers alone.

Physicians in general have little direct incentive to prescribe the most cost-effective
pharmaceuticals. Ho"\vever, they may have indirect incentives to take account of
their prescription costs. For example, some hospitals have pharmaceutical boards
supervising the prescriptions and the use of drugs. These boards try to influence
physicians to make more cost-effective decisions. Physicians may also be concerned
about the costs borne by the patient as a result of the prescription, or about the
general costs for taxpayers. vVhether physicians' incentives to prescribe cost-effective
drugs are strong enough to have an important impact on prescription patterns is
still largely an open question. (For a study on the prescription behavior of Swedish
physicians, see Lundin [2000]).

3. THE THEORETICAL FRAME';VORK

3.1. Assumptions. In order to examine the effect that innovativeness has on
market shares ,ve adopt a simple address model of product differentiation. In this
class of models, stemming from the classic work of Hotelling [1929], it is assumed that
there are J products located in some characteristics space Til and that consumers have
preferences defined on this set. The utility for an individual 'i E I is then a function
'U.i (w, p) of his address in relation to the products and the prices p E }RJ charged
by the suppliers. The individuals are distributed over the set III according to some
distribution <P. The consumers are often assumed to have inelastic demand for exactly
one product, so a strategy for a consumer i is a decision vector d i : VIi X IRJ --+ {O, 1}J

vvith EjEJ d ij = 1..A.11 firms6 j E J are assumed to maximize profits 'ifj (w, p) by
choosing location and price. A firm strategy "\vould then be a pair ('ll)j, Pj) in some
prescribed order. A Nash equilibrium for this game, if it exists, ,vill then give rise to
an expression for the market share for all firms j E J,

(1)

5This level is SEI( 18eX} or approxilllately USD 180.
6Each firm produces exactly one product, so j denotes both product and producer here.
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which will be in the focus of our attention in the empirical analysis.
We \vill here consider a simplified version of a setup used by Econon1ides [1993] .

In his model, firms playa multi-stage game by choosing \vhether or not to enter and
then choosing location, quality, and price. Here vve simply focus on the price game,
taking all other variables as given. That is, "\ve consider J firms exogenously located
on VV == H X V where H is a circle of unit circumference, and \vhere V == {O, v} with
v > O. A firm location is then a pair (h, v) E W which has been determined outside the
game. The first component, h E H, represents the variety and the second component,
v E V, represents product quality. \Ve think of II as the horizontal dimension over
\vhich individuals have idiosyncratic preferences, and V denotes the vertical dimension
over "\vhich the individuals have the same preference ranking. In our frame"\vork a
pharmaceutical product is then identified by these two dimensions, where the variety
caters to individual specific needs, and quality is simply the overall medical potency
or efficacy of the drug. That is, at given prices, more quality is preferred to less
by all individuals, but some individuals may prefer one certain variety over others.
The firms maximize profits by choosing a price Pj E ~+,Vj E J given a vector w
of locations. \Ve assume that all firms have identical marginal costs, normalized to
zero. The consumers are distributed on H rectangularly so <}) is simply the Lebesgue
measure on the unit interval. The utility function for an individual -i, located at Xi,

purchasing from supplier j, located at Wj == (hj , Vj) is given by

'U,i (Wj,Pj, a, t) == Vj - t Ihj - xil- apj , (2)

"\vhere t is a transport cost and "\vhere a is a parameter measuring consumer price
sensitivity. The transport cost is, as usual~ interpreted as the utility loss an individual
incurs by consuming a non-ideal product, and it is the same across all individuals.
The parameter a measures the \veight the consumer puts on prices in their choice of
pharmaceutical. \Ve first consider the case "\vhere consumers attach some importance
to prices, that is \vhen a > O. For reasons of comparison "\ve also consider the case
\vhere ex == 0, that is \vhen the price has no influence ,vhatsoever on consumer choice.
This is intended to reflect the case \vhere pharmaceutical expenditures are completely
tax financed and vvhen prices are set by a regulator. In this setting the consumers only
choose an optimal action, \vhereas the firms take no action. \Ve begin by describing
the equilibrium of the price game.

3.2. EquilibriLlm. In line vvith Economides vve restrict attention to localized com
petition strategies \vhich leave each firm \vith positive demand. l\ firm j then faces
demand D j (p, w, J) :

D. == a (Pj+1 + pj-1 - 2pj) + 2-Vj - t·'j+1 - 'Vj-1 + t (hj+1 - hj_])
J 2t ' (3)
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vvhere Zj is the location of a consumer indifferent bet"veen suppliers j and j + 1. Each
firm j E J then solves the maximization program:

This gives rise to the J equilibrium equations

Ap* == y+Bv,

where

A j == (0, .. ,0,-1/4,1,-1/4,0, .. ,0)

B j == (0, .. ,0, -1/4a, 1/2a, -1/4a, 0, .. ,0)

(4)

(5)

are the jth rows of A, Y, and B, respectively. As Economides points out, the matrix
A is circulant7 and may be inverted as long as its column sum is different from zero.
The equilibrium price is then given by

p* == A-I [y + Bv] . (6)

If ,ve make the simplifying assumptions that (1): the firms are placed equidistantly
on Hand (2): that there is only one producer of quality '1) > 0, say j, ,ve have that

-1
* t ~ -1 a i +1d

Pj±1 == 2Jo:. L-ikEJ aj +1k - 40:. 1)

pj±n == 250:. L:kEJ a;J.nk' for n > 1 ,

(7)

vvhere aj~ is the kth element in sum of the jth rovv in A -1, and vvhere a:;;1 is the
diagonal element in A -1. The assumption of equidistantly located producers provides
a clearer link bet",reen the idea of horizontal product differentiation and the number
of substitutes in the market. This simplification enables us to let the nUlnber of
firms J serve as a measure of variety competition on the circle H. In the empirical
analysis the number of substitutes \-vill serve as a variable for the degree of horizontal
differentiation.

7A 111atrix is circulant if each ro\:v is equal to the preceding upper row 1110ved one step to the
right.
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Since the matrix A is circulant, A-I has the properties that the ro\v sum is the
same across rovvs and that the diagonal elements are the same. Let f3 == I:kEJ ajk1 for
all j and let '1 be the main diagonal entry of A-I. The equilibrium prices are then
given by:

pj == 2~ (t13/ J + ,v)

PJ±l == 2~ (tf3 / J - ,v/2)

PJ±n == 2~tf3 / J, for n > 1 .

(8)

From these expressions we see hovv location affects optimal prices for the different
firms. The high quality producer j sets the highest equilibrium price, as expected.
Also, prices are decreasing in the number of firms J. Furthermore, the effects of the
(localized) competition pushes down the equilibrium price for a lo'\v quality producer
that is located next to a high quality producer. This is so since the lo\ver quality
producers that are placed immediately next to the high quality producer do not have
the same variety advantage as competitors farther a\vay on the circle. The scope for
variety competition is more limited and therefore firm j' s immediate neighbors must
price more aggressively than other lower quality suppliers.

The equilibrium market shares are given by:

M. == 1. + 2v(4-3/"y(J»
J J 8t

7'/1' '. == 1. + 4v(~f(J)-])
.1l J±l J 8t

(9)

,vhere ,ve must impose that 1) < 8t/ J" so the quality premium cannot be too large. 8

Since the rO'ivs in A sum to less than unity, r is decreasing in J (and approaching 1
from above). The condition that '1 be less than 6/5 is also met for all J, implying
that the high quality producer \vill enjoy the largest market share of all producers.

Interestingly, the firms ,vith the smallest market shares are not the immediate
neighbors of a high quality producer, but instead the neighbors j + 2 and j - 2, one
slot farther a,\Tay. The producers closest to the high quality supplier must set a more
con'lpetitive price than the other lo,ver quality producers. Hence, the neighboring
producer closest to him in turn, j + 2, ,vill yield some market share for this reason.

8This is to ensure that no firm gets zero delnand in the restricted set of equilibria that we consider.
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In fact, due to the more intense price competition bet'\veen firms j and j + 1, the
immediate neighbors of a high quality producer will gain a larger market share than
all other firms (except the high quality supplier). Also, we note that a high quality
producer loses less market share relative to a lower quality producer when the number
of firms increases. This would imply that the high quality producer is less sensitive
to competitors than lo\ver quality producers are. If we compare the profits accruing
to the different producers we find that

(10)

indicating that the high quality producer enjoys the highest profit, \vhereas the least
preferred slot is the one next to the immediate neighbor of the high quality producer.9

3.3. Case where a == O. In the case where consumers are indifferent to prices,
the only relevant variable is product location. Here vve assume that firms take no
action and simply offer their products given their locations in lll. The consumers now
choose the pharmaceutical that maximizes gross benefit given their location. If ,ve
assume rectangular <I> on H as above, the follo\ving market shares will result:

J1.1j == J+;;
(11 )

l1;[j±n == :7 ' for n > 1 .

The distribution of market shares is slightly different than in the former case. As
before, the high quality producer j ,vill enjoy the largest market share but this share
is larger than ,vhen firms set prices optimally. Also, producer j's larger market share
comes at the expense of the immediate neighbors', j + 1 and j - 1, market shares.
All other J - 3 producers get an equal market share of 1/J. Clearly, the absence of
price as a strategic variable \vill cause some consumers closer to j + 1 and j - 1 to
novv prefer product j, ,vhich they did not prefer \vhen the net benefit ,vas the decision
criterion. Since they cannot respond by lovvering prices, producers j + 1 and j -1 will
lose market shares compared to the above. The firms j + 2 and j - 2 are not affected
by the competitive pricing of firms j + 1 and j - 1, respectively, and therefore no,v
enjoy the same market shares as the other lo\ver quality producers have. Of course,
,ve cannot determine \vhich of the two "regimes" a > 0 or a == 0, is preferred by the
different producers since vve had assumed an exogenous regulatory price.

9Th 'ld1' 1" I'd 1 < ,B-r-(~I'-1)('v2J2!-2/3vJ)+2vJ h' 1 ' l'k 1 1 Ide lTIlC e lnequa Ity IS va I as oug as t _ . 4(3 , W Ie 1 IS 1 e y to 10 ,

especially for large J.
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3.4. Remark. In vievv of the admittedly highly stylized model above, "\ve expect
certain features to be present in the subsequent empirical analysis. Firstly, vve expect
that innovative drugs "\vill command higher prices on the average and gain larger mar
ket shares than do the lo\ver quality producers. Also, the idea that most 10"T quality
producers will be relatively more sensitive to an increased number of competitors
than vvill the high quality producer, is consistent ,vith the theory.

This outcome is expected to be more pronounced in the case where consumers are
fully reimbursed for their pharmaceutical expenditures.

4. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS

Data. The data consist of quantities sold and price quotes for a set of NCEs
introduced in S,veden bet\veen 1987 and 1997. Each NCE has been labeled "\vith an
indicator Band C representing the therapeutic advantage that the NCE offers over
existing substitutes.

Quantities. 'vVe have defined quantity as the number of daily dosages sold dur
ing a given period of time. vVe use the quantities for daily dosage in accordance to
the Defined Daily Doses (DDD) system recommended by the \tYRO for studies of
drug use (ATe Index "rith DDDs, [1997]). A Defined Daily Dose denotes the average
daily dose of a drug used by an adult for the treatment of the main medical indi
cation of the drug. Official DDDs "Tere available for about t,vo-thirds of the drugs
in our NCE sample, and "re used them in these cases. For the remaining drugs,
"\ve based quantities for daily dosages on the recommended average daily dosages in
FASS (Pharmaceutical Specialities in Sweden 1988-1998), a reference book vvidely
used by physicians in S,veden. \Vhen recommendations regarding dosages ,vere not
sufficiently specific or not available in FASS, ,ve consulted pharmacologists for the
appropriate quantities. In some cases ho,vever, it ,vas not possible to establish an
average daily dose since the use of the drug is too varied.

NSIB provided the data on quantities sold (measured as DDD per substance,
\vhenever an official DDD ,vas available) over the period 1996-1999:2. In order to
obtain the relevant data for the period 1987-1995, ho,vever, ,ve estimated the price
per DDD for each NeE and approximated the number of daily dosages sold per
quarter "\vith the ratio bet,veen the sales revenue and the estimated price per daily
dose. The prices of pharmaceuticals sold in S"veden are reported in FASS and the
prices for pharmaceuticals sold by the NSIB are the same regardless of purchaser. 10

As a rule, ,ve have chosen to calculate the price for tablets ,vhen these "vere available; if
they "vere not, "\ve chose the administration form of the package containing the largest

lOVVe do not face the problerns caused by lllulti-tariffs or price discriInination C01111nOn in the lJS
that Inake it difficult to detennine the price of a pharnlaceutical.
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number of daily dosages. NSIB provided us with data on the sales of substances 1987
1999:2 defined as revenues per quarter. It should be noted that of the Band C drugs
introduced on the Swedish market between 1987-1997, we were not able to analyze all
empirically. In order to include an NCE drug in the analysis "\iVe needed data on prices
per DDD or sales in DDDs for all substitutes. Since the data on sales and quantities
were on the ATC code (Anatomic Therapeutic Classification, see below) level, vve had
to exclude all markets vvhere at least one substitute drug had generic competition.
Ho\vever, there are three markets where 'iVe \vere able to obtain prices and quantities
for generic competitors for some drugs in 1998 and 1999. For this reason there are
three drugs "rith observations only in the second and third year. (This is the reason
why the number of observations reported in tables 2 and 3 is larger for the second
year than for the first year).

Definition of markets. We have defined the therapeutic markets using the
\Vorld Health Organization (WHO) Anatomic Therapeutic Classification (ATC) sys
tem. The ATC system is divided into 14 anatomical groups (e.g. Heart and Circula
tion). Each anatomical group is divided into n1ain therapeutic groups, and then into
therapeutic subgroups that are further divided into chemical/therapeutic subgroups
(e.g. HJVIG-Co A reductase inhibitors). The chemical/therapeutic subgroups are
further divided into groups according to chemical substance. An example of a chem
ical substance is the cholesterol-Iovvering Simvastatin that belongs to the HJVIG-CoA
reductase inhibitors chemical/therapeutic subgroup.

\Ve define a con1petitor or substitute to an NCE as a pharmaceutical \vithin the
same chemical therapeutic subgroup sharing the main indication. In some cases there
are no competitors in the same therapeutic group as the NeE at the tin1e of market
entry. In some of these cases~ pharmacologists have indicated certain pharmaceuticals
outside the chemical therapeutic subgroup vvhich may be considered as substitutes.
\Ve define the market share of an NCE as the number of daily doses sold during a
given period of time divided by the total number of daily doses sold of the NCE and
its competitors combined.

There are several caveats \vith this definition of a market. F'irst, pharmaceuticals
outside the market as vve have defined it~ may be prescribed to certain patients for
the same indication for vvhich the KCE is intended. Therefore, this definition vvill
underestimate the actual market. Second, drugs that are vvithin the same chemical
therapeutic subgroup and that share the same indication may be prescribed to some
patients with other indications. This \vill overestimate the actual market size in
our definition. For these reasons, the market shares as "\ive have calculated them are
necessarily approximations of the true market shares.
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Therapeutic classes. No official rating on therapeutic gain for pharmaceuti
cals is available in S,veden. \Ve have therefore used the rating system constructed
by pharmacologists (see Beermann and Rosen [1999]). Beermann and Rosen [1999]
classified all NCEs introduced in S,veden between 1987 and 1997 according to the
FDA rating system used in the US. This system contains three different classes of
therapeutic advantage.

• Class A: Important therapeutic gain: Drug may provide effective therapy (by
virtue of greatly increased efficacy or safety) for a disease not adequately treated
or diagnosed by any marketed drug, or provide markedly improved treatment
of a disease through improved efficacy or safety (including decreased abuse
potential) .

• Class B: :Nlodest therapeutic gain: Drug has a modest but real advantage over
other available marketed drugs; for example, some,vhat greater effectiveness,
decreased adverse reactions, more convenient route of administration, etc.

• Class C: Little or no therapeutic gain: Essentially duplicates in medical impor
tance and therapy for one or more already existing drugs.

V\Te have excluded class A drugs in our empirical study since they rarely have
,vell-defined substitutes.

Variables. The follovving variables are included in the subsequent analysis.

• Aft is the market share of an NCE obtained at time t vvhere t E {I, 2, 3} indicates
the first, second, and the third years after launch.

• B indicates ,vhether the NCE is a class B drug.

• C indicates vvhether the NCE is a class C drug.

• S'T!B t is the number of substitutes at period t. If a substitute has been in the
market for less than four of the quarters during the period, its contribution to
the number of substitutes is calculated as the number of quarters divided by
four.

• PRATIO is the price of the NCE divided by the ,veighted average price of the
nun'lber of substitutes at the time of introduction.
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Econometric model. In our model pharmaceuticals are differentiated by price,
the vertical quality dimension indicated by the classification of the drug (B or C), and
the presence of a horizontal dinlension approximated by the number of therapeutic
substitutes in the market.

To see \vhether the location in product space will influence the relative price of a
ne,v drug, \v-e first regress the price ratio on the B indicator variable, the number of
substitutes and the number of substitutes multiplied with a dummy for a B classified
drug respectively. The latter variable is included in order to detect systematic differ
ences bet"veen Band C drugs \vith respect to how they are affected by the number
of substitutes. The regression equation is

\Ve then regress the variable for the market shares on the number of substitutes
and the indicator variable for a B drug. Since prices are detern'lined by the location
in product space in our model, we exclude this variable in the second regression. \Ve
expect that the price and market shares are determined by the same factors. The
price sensitivity of physicians may also be lo\v due to a lack of pecuniary incentives. II
The second regression equation therefore provides information on ho\v the new phar
maceutical's exogenous location in product space determines market success. vVe
expect a vertically differentiated (B) drug to be more successful in terms of gained
market share than a C drug. This difference is influenced by the degree of horizontal
differentiation. If the vertical quality is valued more by consumers than the horizontal
aspect we should expect B classified drugs to take large market shares irrespective of
the number of substitutes. The pharmaceuticals in class 0, on the other hand, "vould
be more sensitive to horizontal differentiation.

To test the degree of product differentiation vve regress the market shares for the
first four quarters for each t E {I, 2, 3} combined on the number of substitutes and
the dummy for B classified drugs.

(2) log Aft == /30 + rJIB + f3210g SUB t + Vt .

In order to detect if there are any systematic differences between B drugs and C
drugs with respect to ho"v they are affected by the number of substitutes, \ve also
regress the equation above \vith an added variable for the B dun'ln'ly multiplied "vith
the number of substitutes.

lIThe price ratio is far from significant at any conventional levels when it is included in the
regression.
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5. RESULTS

When "V{e run regression (1) ,\Te find that the B indicator variable is positively cor
related vv-ith the log of the price ratio (logPR..L4TIO), and that the variable for the
number of substitutes (log S[TB) is negatively correlated ,vith the log of the price
ratio. The results are summarized in table 1 belo\v.

Table 1: Regression 1: Price ratio and product differentiation.

logPRATIOa
)

Constant 0.430**
(2.068)

B 0.503*
(1.701)

10gSUBl -0.373*
(-1.697)

BlogSUBl -0.009
(0.002)

1\ 83b)

F-test 3.910*"'*

R2 0.129

R2adj 0.096

Breusch-Pagan 6.619*

RESET 0.656

a )Results in the regression are corrected for heteroscedasticity. Nulnbers in parentheses are the
t-values of the coefficients. The RESET-test is conducted with the predict.,ed value raised to two,
three and four. *Significance at the 10% level, ** significance at the 5%, level and *** significance at
the] % level. b)There are two fe\ver observations in the price regression (1) c0111pared to the rnarket
shares regression (2). This is because two drugs lacked well-defined relative prices per DDT), but.
their 111arket share·s \vere zero.

Both the B indicator variable and the interaction variable for the number of
substitutes are significant at the 10 percent level. The coefficient of the interaction
variable for the number of substitutes of B drugs is quite insignificant and indicates
that there is no difference bet,veen the "vay the prices of B drugs and C drugs are
affected by the number of substitutes. Even though the degree of significance is
lo\v, the results are consistent ,vith the hypothesis that product differentiation has
an influence on prices. A vertically differentiated product is expected to command
a higher price vv-hen it enters the market, and "ve also expect that a larger number
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of substitutes will affect prices adversely. We cannot tell "\vhether the correlations
between differentiation and prices are due to a market pricing strategy by the firms,
vvhether the differentiation has affected the bargaining position of the firms vis-a
vis the regulating authorities, or both. The fact that the price variable is far from
significant vvhen it is included in regression (3) may indicate that prices playa minor
role in determining the market success of the drug. If this is the case, the price is
not likely to be an important variable in the market strategy but rather a result
of the bargaining game between the firm and the regulating authorities. A higher
quality and a smaller number of substitutes may strengthen the threat of the firm's
vvithholding a drug from the market.

Table 2: Regression 2: J\farket shares, therapeutical rating, and number of substi
tutes.

logl\!I1 a) logI'v12 logM3
Constant -2.605*** -1.315*** -1.587***

(-8.947) ( -3.743) ( -6.125)

B 1.392*** 2.051 *** 1.10***
(3.410) (3.716) (3.087)

logSUB -1.780*** -2.017*** -1.420***
(-4.113) ( -4.118) (-3.217)

N 8.5 88 78

F-test 17.94*** 18.30*** 10.72***

R.2 0.304 0.301 0.222

R2adj 0.287 0.285 0.202

Breusch-Pagan 9.04** 6.14** 24.15***

R.ESET 2.62 1.36 1.40

a)Rffiults in the regressions are corrected for heteroscedasticit.y. NUlnbers in parentheses are t.he
t-values of the coefficients. The RESET-test 1'3 conducted with the predicted value raised to two,

three and four. *Significance at the 100/(, level, ** significance at the 5% level and *** significance
at the 1% level.

In the second set of equations, "\vhere vve regress the log of the market share
(log Ail) on the number of substitutes and the B indicator variable for the first three
periods, ,ve find that all variables are significant at the 1 percent level or lo,ver.
The B indicator variable has the expected sign, and vertically differentiated class
B pharmaceuticals seem on average to gain larger market shares than the class C
pharmaceuticals. This is further supported by the descriptive statistics presented in
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Table 3: Regression 3: Testing the difference in effect from the number of substitutes
on the market share of B drugs and C drugs, respectively.

10glVll a) loglV12 loglV13
Constant -2.309*** -1.04** -1.311 **ot

(-6.781) (-2.597) ( -4.316)

B 0.714 1.241 * 0.239
(1.532) (1.892) (0.570)

10gSUB -2.262*** -2.408*** -1.802***
(-4.023) (-3.984) (-3.214)

BlogSUB 1.557* 1.,508 1.441**
(1.983) (1.563) (2.002)

N 85 88 78

F-test 13.30*** 12.91 *** 8.15***

R2 0.330 0.316 0.248

R2adj 0.305 0.291 0.218

Breusch-Pagan 9.18.5** 6.854* 29.439***

RESET 1.304 0.982 0.680

a)Results in the regressions are corrected for heteroscedasticity. Nunlbers in parentheses are the
t-values of the coeffieients. The RESET-test is conducted with the predicted value raised to t\vo~

three and four. *Significance at the 10% level~ ** significance at the 5%, level and *** significance
at the 1% level.

table 4.
The first year in the market, the average market share of a B drug is 33 percent

compared '\vith 10 percent for a C drug. The corresponding figures for the second and
third years are 44 percent and 46 percent for class B pharmaceuticals, and 18 percent
and 22 percent for class C pharmaceuticals, respectively. The number of substitutes
is slightly smaller for B drugs than for C drugs, 1.6, 1.8, and 1.9 compared ,:vith 2.1,
2.3, and 2.3, for the first, second, and third years, respectively. The variable for the
number of substitutes is negative, as expected, and lends support to the hypothesis
that a larger degree of horizontal differentiation obstructs market penetration. The
intercept is larger in the regression equations for the second and third years compared
to the first year. The average market shares increase bet\vee!1 the first and second
years and seem to stabilize in the third year. In the last period both the B indicator
variable and the number of substitutes have a smaller impact on the variable for
average market share. This is indicated in the smaller coefficients of the Band
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Table 4: Average market shares and number of substitutes.

Year la) Year 2 Year 3
Market share

B drugs 0.33 0.44 0.46
(0.31) (0.31) (0.34)

C drugs 0.10 0.18 0.22
(0.16) (0.22) (0.25)

Number of substitutes

B drugs 1.6 1.8 1.9

C drugs 2.1 2.3 2.3

a)Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations for market shares.

log S[1B coefficients. Also, the R-square value decreases from 0.30 in the second
regression to 0.22 in the third regression. A possible explanation for this is that
consumer learning about the ne\v drug and the producers' marketing efforts become
more important over time relative the initial product space location.

Finally \ve add the variable \vith the B dummy multiplied 'with the number of
substitutes in order to determine "\vhether there are any systematic differences in ho\v
Band C drugs are affected by the number of substitutes. For all three periods, the
coefficient is of nearly the same magnitude as that of the coefficient of the log S[1B
variable, but \vith the opposite sign. In the first period the coefficient of the in
teraction variable is very close to being significant at the 5 percent level. During
the second period it falls short of being significant at the 10 percent level, and for
the third period it is significant at the 5 percent level. It thus seems that there are
differences in the "ray the market share of a B drug is influenced by the number of
substitutes compared \vith a C drug, and that a class B drug seems to be much less
affected.

The data is afflicted \vith heteroscedasticity. For this reason t-values are esti
mated based on vVhite's heteroscedasticity consistent covariance matrix vvhenever
the Breusch-Pagan test is significant.

6. DISCUSSION

In the preceding analysis "Vve focus on pharmaceuticals' location in product space as
the major determinant of pricing and market success. vVe assume that each thera
peutic market consists of a unit circumference circle \vhere each consumer demands
one variety. \Ve interpret the number of substitutes as a measure of competition
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in the sense that more substitutes improve the match betvveen a consumer and a
certain pharmaceutical. This implies that it is more difficult for a ne,v brand to es
tablish itself the larger the number of substitutes. This, however, presupposes that
the potential scope for differentiation (or the possibility to locate farther a\vay from
the competitors) is the same across markets. This is clearly a simplification. Some
markets have a larger potential for differentiation than others, and therefore a larger
number of substitutes. The strength of the local n10nopoly enjoyed by each variety
naturally depends on the number of potential niches. Certain illnesses affect ho
mogeneous groups of patients \vhile others affect more heterogeneous parts of the
population. For example, while prostate cancer is a disease afflicting elderly men
only, depression may strike a person of any age and of either sex. It might be the
case that elderly men react more homogeneously to side effects than the more diverse
part of the population that suffers from depression. Therefore, the potential to gain
substantial market po"\\Ter may be lower for products intended for the former condi
tion~ given the same number of substitutes. If there "\\Tere a ,yay to control for this
heterogeneity, \ve \vould get a clearer picture of ho\v the number of substitutes affects
the degree of competition.

Another caveat concerns the assumption of exogenous product location. Even
though it is difficult for a firm to determine exactly \vhere a product vvill be located,
it is nevertheless true that some markets may be more prone to differentiation than
others. If the scope for product differentiation increases the opportunities to make
profits within a market, \vhich is likely, this ,¥ill increase the R&D efforts to locate
on these markets. Product differentiation may also be endogenous in another and
more subtle \vay. Although some drugs are very similar vvith respect to efficacy and
side e:ffects~ their attributes may be emphasized ex post in the marketing of the
drug. Consumers may therefore perceive differences bet\veen pharmaceuticals that
are founded in factors beyond the physical product. If product differentiation is
endogenous in some of these \vays, the number of substitutes \vill not correspond to
the actual competition in therapeutic markets. Ho\vever, given the complexities of
the pharmaceutical market "\ve believe that the sinlplifying assumption of exogenous
product differentiation is necessary.

7. SUMl\1ARY AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS

The location in product space seems to influence both prices and the market success
enjoyed by ne\v innovative pharmaceuticals. Vertically differentiated class B drugs are
priced higher and capture a larger n1.arket share than C classified drugs, \vhich are only
horizontally differentiated. There is some evidence that the number of substitutes
existing in the market affects the price of a drug relative to the existing substitutes
for both Band C drugs. A plausible explanation is that the bargaining position of
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the firm vis-a.-vis the regulating authorities, and thereby the price level, is influenced
by the perceived innovativeness of the drug. However, the price relative to existing
substitutes does not seem to have any important effect on the captured market share.
This might lend support to the hypothesis that the prescribing physicians in S,veden
are rather insensitive to prices. We find that the degree of horizontal differentiation
interpreted in terms of the number of existing substitutes adversely influences the
market share captured by a nevv pharmaceutical. Hovvever, this effect seems to be
more pronounced for C drugs than for B drugs.

Our results indicate that the more innovative B classified drugs are better re
'\varded than the less innovative C drugs. Further, there is no evidence that horizon
tally differentiated C drugs have any important effect on the market shares that the
more innovative B drugs capture.

The empirical findings in this paper basically conform with the predictions of our
model of product differentiation, suggesting that this approach might be valuable for
further research in this area.

T'\vo cases of our model '\vith product differentiation \vere discussed: One \vith
price sensitive consumers and price as a strategic variable, and one vvithout price
sensitive consumers. In the latter case the more innovative drugs tended to capture
larger market shares. This observation should be taken into consideration by regu
lators who set prices administratively. In a market with price-insensitive consun'lers,
innovative drugs can have lower prices but still be as profitable as if they were priced
freely in a market with price-sensitive consumers. Less innovative drugs lose out the
most in markets \vith regulated prices and price insensitive consumers.

Expenditures may also be affected by the price sensitivity of consumers. Since
more innovative drugs take larger market shares in the absence of price sensitivity
and usually receive higher prices than less innovative drugs, expenditures in price
insensitive markets may be more strongly affected by ne,v innovations.
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A simple model of strategic experimentation

BJORN PERSSON*

STOCKHOLM SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS

ABSTRACT. This paper offers a simple frame,vork for studying the strate
gic interaction bet,veen two agents ,vho can observe each others' actions. There
is uncertainty over the payoff distribution for a certain action, which is conl
mon to both agents. The agents can gain information either by experimenting
and taking the uncertain action themselves, or by observing the other agent's
outcome frolll taking the uncertain action.

The main finding is that although the combined expected payoff is maxi
mized in the pure subgame perfect equilibria, this outcome is unlikely to arise
due to conflicting preferences with respect to the equilibria. Strong incentives
to free ride on the other agent's experimentation activities are therefore likely
to lead to the \vorst possible outcome.

1. INTRODUCTION

In cases vvhere individuals must make decisions v'lith uncertain consequences, they
can gain information through experimentation and/or through observations of oth
ers in similar situations. The v'lidespread existence of scenarios in vvhich learning
from others seems to take place is reflected in a large body of literature in the social
sciences. A main issue in this line of research concerns the socially efficient level
of experimentation. In many instances it is natural to assume that there is a cost
associated with acquiring payoff-relevant information. Given that uncertainty relates
to a parameter that is comn1.on to all individuals, there might be scope for strategic
interaction in information gathering. In the event that outcomes from experimenta
tion are publicly observable, problems associated viith free riding arise. If individuals
may acquire information from others' experin1.entation at no cost, ,ve might suspect
that outcomes ,vill prevail in \vhich less experimentation takes place than \vould be
socially optimal.

The purpose of this paper is to study a learning problem in ,~rhich the individuals
make repeated decisions, and the outcomes from their decisions are publicly observ
able. It attempts to do this in the simplest possible setup. There are t\~ro individuals
\vho both live for two periods only, and there are tvvo possible actions to choose from
in each period. The only uncertainty present is that neither individual kno\vs vvith
certainty the payoff distribution of one of the actions.

*1 aln grateful to lVlagnus Johannesson and Jorgen \\1. \Veibull for advice and suggestions.
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The fact that the decision makers need to take action in t\VO consecutive periods
adds a feature that has not often been considered in the literature on social learning.
:NIost of the literature considers myopic individuals and the learning dynamics pertain
ing to society as a whole, rather than the individual agents. The herd or information
cascade literature, initiated independently by Banerjee [1992] and Bikhchandani, Hir
shleifer, and Welch [1992] , deals with one-shot decisions, and with how agents may
rationally discard their private signal in lieu of a more powerful public signal. The
usual result entails action convergence, and some of the subsequent literature has
discussed the robustness of these results, e.g. Smith and Sorensen [2000].

In the frame"\vork of this paper, the individuals must consider also how their be
havior in the first period influences their expected payoff in the second period. As
a concrete example, "\ve let the decision n1.akers be health care providers who choose
bet"\veen two treatments to administer to their patients. Although the general set-up
of the problem has a wide range of applications, this particular interpretation comes
very naturally to mind. The situation where a doctor must choose repeatedly between
treatments that have unknovvn characteristics is also often used as a motivating exam
ple in the literature on statistical learning, specifically in bandit problems. Choosing
a treatment "\vhose characteristics are uncertain involves a gamble, but it also provides
information that can be used subsequently to treat patients more effectively in the
future. The example in this paper also constitutes a bandit problen1., albeit "\\rith a
t"\vo-period horizon only.

Bandit problems have been studied since the 1930s, and there is by no"\v a very
substantial statistics literature on this topic. The basic multi-armed bandit problem
can be described as follo\vs. A decision maker has to select one of many statistically
independent reward processes at all decision epochs. The chosen process yields an
immediate revvard vvhen sampled~ and then changes state. The processes that vvere
not selected do not change state and yield no re"\vard. By sampling from the different
processes the decision maker generates a sequence of immediate re\\Tards, and the ob
jective is to find the process that generates the highest expected discounted present
value. The fundamental characteristic of a bandit problem, then, is ho"\v immediate
gain is contrasted against future gain. Selecting a certain alternative may yield a su
perior immediate payoff \vhereas selecting another alternative (and thereby sacrificing
some immediate payoff) may prove more beneficial in the long run. Translated to our
problem, there is a conflict bet\;veen treating the patients arriving at an early stage
and treating those vvho arrive at a later stage \vhen more is knovvn about the uncer
tain treatments. The fact that the maximization problem cannot be interten1porally
separated is "\vhat complicates the bandit problem.

A "\vell-kno\vn result in bandit theory is that optimal learning may not always
imply perfect learning. If the decision maker becomes sufficiently pessimistic about
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the payoff potential from a certain alternative (after a series of poor outcomes) he
may rationally abandon this alternative forever, even if it might in fact be the optimal
process. One of the first papers using bandit theory in economics, Rotschild [1974] ,
made precisely this point. He considered a monopolist choosing prices over an infinite
horizon and sho,ved that the rational policy entails charging a suboptimal price ,vith
positive probability.

Given the obvious generality of bandit problems these have, ho\vever, found rather
feV\T other applications in the economics literature. 1 An exception is in the literature
on job search~ see e.g., Jovanovic [1979] and Viscusi [1979].

The literature on multi-player bandits is scarcer still, and \ve know of only two
papers in the economics literature. Aoyagi [1998] considers the issue of action con
vergence in a tV\To-armed bandit setup. 1/Iore specifically, he addresses an earlier
conjecture made by Rotschild [1974] in relation to the results found in the more re
cent literature on common knovvledge. Rotschild suggested that \vhen there are t"Vvo
players, they may end up settling on different arms forever even if they may observe
each other's actions (but not outcomes). The reason ,vould be that both players think
that the other has had a series of bad experiences \vith the other arm. This reasoning
conflicts \vith the notion that it is impossible for the players to agree to disagree
about vvhich arm is superior. Aoyagi finds, under certain \veak assumptions about
the support of the payoff distributions~ that in any Nash equilibrium the players 'vill
settle on the same arm vvith probability one.

Aoyagi focuses exclusively on the topic of action convergence, in the limit of
an infinite time horizon, and the issue of \\Thether agents learn the true values of
the parameters \vhich govern the revvard processes. He does not consider explicit
strategies or their relation to issues concerning social efficiency.

A paper that is concerned ,vith social efficiency is Bolton and Harris [1999] ; and
the present formulation is close to theirs in spirit. They consider a one-armed bandit
problem in continuous time extended to a game \vhere the players can observe each
others' outcomes, not only each others' actions as in Aoyagi [1998]. They identify
and characterize the set of stationary Nlarkov perfect equilibria, and ho\v these relate
to the number of players. In particular, they find a unique symmetric equilibrium
\vhere the players devote any given time to both a safe and a risky action. Bolton
and Harris do not consider pure equilibria in their model; except for noting that no
such symmetric equilibria exist. They find that the equilibrium level of experimen
tation is less than efficient due to incentives to free ride, but they also identify an
encouragement effect \\'hich offsets the free riding effect some\vhat. If an individual

1~, [a bandit problem] elnbodies in essential fonn a conflict evident in all hUlnan action'~, 'Vhittle
[1982, p 210]. (Also cited in Berry and Fristedt, [198.:>, p 5]).
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expects others to experiment in the future, she can be stimulated to increase her o\vn
experimentation if this reduces the time until the information resulting from others'
experimentation becomes available. Hence, in their setup there is a flavor of both
intertemporal substitutability and intertemporal complementarity that vvork in oppo
site directions. They conclude that the former effect typically dominates the latter,
so the equilibrium outcomes are generically inefficient.

The present paper considers a particularly simple set up, focussing on pure strate
gies "\vhich \ve solve for explicitly. In particular, "\ve contrast the scenario "\vhere the
decision makers can observe the outcomes of each others' actions with the scenario
where they cannot. We find that the pure equilibria in the t,vo different scenarios are
the same in terms of learning and efficiency. However, vve argue that the actual out
com,e in the scenario vvith mutual observability is likely to be an out-of-equilibrium
outcome due to coordination failures. The coordination failures that arise due to
conflicting preferences over the outcomes are detrimental to learning and efficiency.
In this frame"\vork, the outcomes from the experimentation activities are equally use
ful for both, regardless of the decision maker produces it. Both agents then prefer
to let the other decision maker acquire the information, since experimenting has a
cost in ternlS of foregone expected payoff. The ensuing free riding effects are po
tentially strong enough to completely th"\vart incentives to learn about the uncertain
action, even in an environment in \vhich the decision makers would benefit from this
knovvledge at a future stage.

The remainder of the paper is devoted to a thorough description of a basic model
"\vhere both decision makers can each take one observation of the unknovvn action. It
then offers a slight extension to a setting "\vhere the decision makers each have the
possibility to make more than one observation of the unkno"\vn action. After a brief
discussion of the results, a final section concludes.

2. THE BASIC l\10DEL

2.1. The problem. Consider the follo"\ving simple tvvo-period formulation. There
are t\yO health care providers (e.g. physicians) "\vho are visited by one patient each
in both periods. The physicians must choose a health care technology (a treatment,
e.g. a pharmaceutical drug) to administer to the patients. \Ve suppose that there are
t"\vo such technologies available, and they both produce a binary stochastic outcome
of either success or failure. A successful treatment results in a positive payoff to the
physician, \vhereas the physician gets zero payoff if the treatment fails. The problem
is that the physicians do not kno"\v \vith certainty \vhich of the two treatments is
superior. 2 For simplicity, vve assume that one of the technologies has a knovln success

2The patients are assulned to be hOlnogeneous, so if a certain health care technology proves
better for one patient, then it is better for all patients (in probabilistic terms). This (unrealistic)
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propensity. The other technology, hovvever, has an unknovvn success propensity and
the physicians share a common prior belief over its success probability. In the first
period, the physicians simultaneously choose one of the t\VO treatments to prescribe
to their respective patients. Then they observe the outcome from the treatment,
receive the payoff, and update their beliefs about the unkno\vn treatment according
to Bayes' theorem. Armed with reassessed beliefs, they enter into the last period and
make another simultaneous prescription choice for a new set of patients. Finally, the
outcomes in the second period are observed, and payoffs are collected.

In this problem, it is natural to consider the first period as a potential exper
imental stage vvhere the physicians decide \vhether or not to make an information
investment. Since the characteristics of one of the treatments are not completely
known, the first period might serve as an information gathering stage where the
physicians improve their knowledge of the unkno\vn treatment's performance. The
kno,vledge so obtained is then used to treat the patient in period tvvo as effectively
as possible. This interpretation is more natural when there is a large set of patients
rather than just one or t,vo in each period. In this instance \ve may think of the first
stage as a clinical trial and the second period as the actual treatment phase.

As mentioned above, vv-e find it useful to distinguish betv\Teen t\VO alternative for
mulations for comparative reasons. In the first (~4) , ,ve assume that the outcomes of
the treatments are private information held only by the treating physician. In the
second (B) , we assume that the outcomes of the treatments are publicly available.
Consequently, in scenario A each physician observes only ho\v their o,vn patient reacts
to the chosen treatment. The only means for the physicians to acquire information
about the unknovvn treatment is therefore to prescribe it and record the outcome.
(Prescribing the kno\vn treatment \vill add no knovvledge about the unkno\vn treat
ment ~s characteristics since the treatments are independent of each other.) In sce
nario B i ho\vever, each physician rnay~ in addition to her o\vn prescription outcomes,
observe the outcomes resulting fron1 the other physician's prescriptions. This as
sumption clearly introduces an additional]?ossibility to obtain kno\vledge about the
unkno\vn treatment's efficacy. In particular, it no\v becomes possible to acquire in
formation about the unkno,vn treatment even vvithout trying it. Since the physicians
may learn from observing each other, \ve could expect that incentives to prescribe
the unkno\vn treatment are different in the t\VO scenarios. This is the focus of our
analysis.

2.2. A game theoretic description. This section presents the problem de
scribed above in standard game theoretic terms. The t\VO scenarios ~4 and B consti
tute t,vo dynamic games of complete information, and \ve refer to them as model ..4

aSSUlllption of independence bet\veen patients and treatments is 111ade for silnplicity.
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and model B, respectively. The t,vo models are identical in every respect (except for
the information the players may hold at the end of each of the subgames), and 'Vve use
the folloV\ring notation for both A and B. Formally, let ait E A = {I, 2} denote the
treatn1.ent that physician i E I = {1,2} prescribes in period t E T = {I, 2}. vVhen
physician i administers a treatment in period t an outcome Zit E {I, O} is produced,
representing success and failure, respectively. The sequence of outcomes observed by
the physicians then form independent Bernoulli distributions with success frequencies
given by the parameter 0 = (01 ,82 ) == e ~ (0,1)2 . \Ve let J-l be a probability measure
on 8 representing the prior beliefs the physicians have over the success rates. We as
sume that treatment 2 is known, so both physicians believe that O2 == y E [0,1] '\vith
J-l- probability one. It is useful to let X t E {1,O} denote the outcome from treat
ment 1 in period t, and let yi = y denote the outcome from treatment 2. Hence, we
can summarize the observation in t as Zt E {I, 0, Y} , and this is also the payoff the
physicians receive in period t. We let Ht.4 and Hf denote the set of possible histories
observable (immediately) after stage t and HA(B) = H?(B)UH;<B) is the set of all

possible observations during the course of play. The null history is denoted by H~(B).

A (pure) strategy for player i E I in A (B) is a function Si : HA(B)~ A, namely a rule
that assigns a treatment to any given observed history of events. We denote by Si
the set of pure strategies available to player i, and S = 51 X 52 is the set of strategy
profiles. Let l\. (with generic elen1.ent A) be the product set of the parameter support
set e and the set of sample histories 'H, that is 1\ = 8 x H. The prior distribution J-l
over 0, along with a strategy profile S E /3, vv-ill induce a probability distribution on
the space A, and we denote this distribution by J-ls. Physician i attempts to maximize
the expected discounted sum of successful observations, that is, the expression:

(1)

by choosing a pure strategy Si E Si, and ,vhere Di E [0,1] is a discount factor. In
order to make the analysis as transparent as possible, \ve "vill assume that the prior
belief 11. over the unknovvn treatment's success propensity is rectangularly distributed
on the unit interval. This choice is purely for analytical convenience. Since ,ve
make a special point of obtaining explicit expressions this is a convenient choice of
distribution, although it may not be the most realistic case. The flat distribution
is a special case of the beta distribution, ,vhich is a natural choice vvhen modelling
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beliefs over proportions.3 This is partly due to the fact that it has the convenient
property of being closed under repeated sampling, (see e.g., DeGroot [1970]). \Ve
will restrict our attention to the case where both physicians have the same discount
factor Di == OJ == D.

\Ve now proceed by characterizing the subgame perfect equilibria in the two mod
els ..4 and B.

2.3. Version A. As mentioned above, a strategy for player i is a sequence of
treatment choices in periods one and two, Si == (ail, ai2) . A pure strategy equilibrium
is a profile s* == (8i, S~) \vhere s; maximizes V (Si, 8j) for i, j E I and i i=- j. In this
game all actions and outcomes are private information, so the optimal strategy of
physician i is independent of the strategy used by physician j. Therefore, model A
corresponds to a particularly simple version of the classical one-armed bandit problem.
\Ve apply backward induction to find a pure subgame perfect equilibrium profile s*
(if one exists). In the last period, physician i E I ,vill choose the action ai2 E {I, 2}
that maximizes her expected immediate payoff, EJ.ls [Zi2]. Her optimal action a;2 is
therefore given by:

a;2 = { 1 if E ["~2 l1itJ > y

2 other\vise5

,vhere H? denotes the information generated by the choice in the first stage. Due
to the dynamic structure of the problem, the decision maker's choice of treatment
in period one \vill have an impact on the decision situation also in period t\vo. By
Bellman's principle, optimality prescribes that the best initial action be taken given
that the decision maker continues optimally. \Vith a slight abuse of notation, ,ve
let 1/(ail,at2) E {1/(1), V(2)} denote the expected value to physician'i \vhen she
prescribes treatment ail E {1,2} in stage one, and then continues optimally in stage
t\yo. An optimal strategy for physician i must then solve:

sup [V (ail, a:2)] .
CLiE{1,2}

3.l\.. random variable X is distributed bet.a wit.h parailleters a and b, (with a, b > 0), if X has an
absolutely continuous distribution whose density f (x) is:

7\V'e assun1e that the physicians choose the known treatluent in period two whenever there is a
tie.
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The expressions for the value functions 11 (ail, ai2) are:

{

1E [Xl + 8 n'lax {1E [X2 I Hi4] ,y} I JlJ if ail == 1

If (ail, ai2) = y + oJE [max {JE [X2 l1it] ,y} lit] if ail = 2 (2)

Hence, the solution to physician ifs problem is given by si == (ail' ai2) as specified
above, Physician j =I i solves an identical maximization program, and combining the
t\vo gives the subgame perfect equilibrium profile s* E (si, s;) . In our case \vhere J1,
is Lebesgue measure \ve have that:

I-t28y if 'y > 1
2 - 3

11 (1) ==
3+8(2+3y) 'f 1 < < 1

6 1 3 - Y 3

(1+8) 'f < 1
2 1 Y 3

(3)

and

{

(I + 8) y if y ~ ~

\1 (2) == 2'l/+8'f 1
2 1 Y < "2

(4)

Physician j i= i faces an identical problem, so the symmetric subgame perfect Nash
equilibrium is given by:

(2 ?) of > 28+3
,GJ 1 y-3(8+2)

s~ ==
~

(1,2) if t :::; y < 3~~~~) and ~X-il == 0

(1, 1) ° f 1 < 28+3 d X-I ~ .f 1
1 "3 _ Y < 3(8+2) an il - ,OIlY < '3

(5)

for 1.,j E 1.
The results are standard and the trade-off bet\veen immediate and future payoffs

is clearly illustrated here. Let yC denote the cutoff value for y \vhere the physicians
are indifferent (disregarding the tie) bet\veen the t\VO treatments in the first stage,
given that they continue optimally in period t,vo. lJsing the notation above, yC ==
{y E (0,1) : 11 (1) == 1/ (2)} ° In case the physicians are myopic, \ve have that yC ==

E [~y \j1.] == 1/2, that is, the myopic rule is to prescribe the kno\vn treatment if y ~
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1/2. The optimal choice for any positive discount factor {j, ho'Vvever, is to prescribe
the unknovvn treatment in the first stage if y < (28 + 3) / (38 + 6) , \vhich is larger
than 1/2 for all 8 > O. That is, the greater the \veight the physicians put on the
second stage, the stronger the incentives are to prescribe the unknovvn treatment
(as measured by y). As {j grovvs \vithout bound, the cutoff value yC approaches 2/3
indicating that it is indeed optimal to sacrifice some immediate payoff in hope of
obtaining a larger future payoff. In fact, it is alvvays better to take the unknown
treatment than the knovvn treatment, given that they have the same expected success
rate. This result is also a characteristic feature of bandit problems, as discussed in
e.g., Berry and Fristedt [1985] .

Another point \vorth noting here is that it is never optimal to choose the uncertain
treatment in stage t\VO, unless it \vas chosen in the first stage. This is a consequence
of (a version of) an optimal stopping theorem applied to this problem: if it ever
becomes optin1.al to choose the safe option, it must also be optimal to stick vvith the
safe option forever after, since no ne'Vv information can arise from playing it. Clearly,
this does no longer have to be true if the physicians can observe each other.

\Ve say that experim,entatioTl, occurs \vhenever yC > 1/2; that is vvhen optimal
behavior prescribes that the unkno\vn treatment be administered in stage one, even
though its current expected success rate is lower than that of the kno\vn treatment.
Before turning to version B of our problem, we summarize the main result in the
follo\ving proposition.

Proposition 1. Let yo == [~, ;~~~) . If y E }T8, the unique subgame perfect equilib
riun1 is for both physicians i E I to experin1ent.

2.4. Version B. We no\~! consider the formulation \vhere the physicians can ob
serve each other's treatment choices and the associated outcomes. As above, the
problem for physician -i is to maxin1ize the expression V (Si ~ Sj) 'Vvhere:

{

JE [Xl + {j max {JE [~X2 I ?if] ,y} 111.] if ail == 1

V (Si, S j) = y + blEi (m~'C {lEi [X2 11-lf] ,y} I JL) if ail = 2 (6)

where ?-if no\v denotes all the possible histories generated by the actions taken by
both physicians in period one.

First \ve note that if physician j chooses the knovv-n treatment in the first period,
the decision situation for physician i -# j is the same as in version A above. Evidently,
if physician j prescribes the kno\vn treatment to her first patient she \vill contribute
no information about the characteristics of the unkno\vn treatment. The decision
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situation for physician i changes if physician j does prescribe the unkno\vn treatment
to her first patient. Given this behavior of j, physician i \vill kno\v just as much about
the unkno\vn treatment as if she had prescribed it herself, ,;vithout having to take the
gamble ,;vith her first patient. This argument clearly has a public good flavor, and
\ve may therefore expect that the equilibrium entails less experimentation than in
version A.

Again abusing notation slightly, let V (ail, ajl) denote the expected payoff to
physician i from choosing treatment a E {1,2} in period one, given that physician
j 1= i prescribes treatment a E {I, 2} in period one, and that i continues optimally in
period t\vo. If we restrict attention to the strategically non-trivial case \vhere y E y8,
the respective values become:

6+8(3+8y) 'f ( ) ( 1)
12 1 ail ~ aj1 = 1~

3+8(2+3y) 'f ( ) ( 2)6 1 ail, ajl = 1,

6Y+8~+3Y) if (ail, ajl) = (2,1)

(1 + b) y if (ail, ajl) = (2~ 2)

The ranking of the expected payoffs is

1/(2,1) 2: ltT (l,l) 2: 1/(1,2) 2: 1/(2,2)

(\vith strict inequalities if y 1= 1/2), for both physicians, Given that one of the physi
cians (i, say) prescribes the kno\vn treatment to her first patient, the other physician
\vould rather prescribe the unknoviln treatment to her first patient. This is natural
in vie\\T of the results in version ..4 : physician j acts as if in isolation. Given that i
prescribes the unkno\vn treatment, j \vould prefer to free ride on the information pro
duced by physician -i \vhile prescribing the knO\Vll treatment to her o\vn first patient.
For Y E y8, the physicians initially believe that the kno\vn treatment is superior to
the unkno\vn treatment. Therefore, the kno\vn treatment is preferable in the first
period, given that the same information set is reached prior to stage t,vo. The payoff
structure suggests, ho,;vever, that these equilibria may be difficult to attain since the
physicians have conflicting preferences over the asymmetric equilibria. Consequently,
the physicians face a coordination problem: both physicians prefer to be the one
not experimenting. Therefore, it can be argued that the likely outcome in this one
shot game is that both choose to prescribe the kno\vn treatment to their first period
patients. This is in fact the \vorst possible outcome. The payoff structure is in fact
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highly reminiscent of that in a Hawk-Dove game, in "\vhich coordination failure has
long been recognized to cause Pareto dominated outcon1es. The main result from the
analysis above is thus as follows.

Proposition 2. Given that y E yh, there are tlVO asymmetric pure strategy subgame
perfect equilibria lvbere one physician experiments and the other does not.8 Howe-ver,
coordination failure nrill potentiall,y cause a Pareto dominated out-of-equilibrium out
come in which none of the ph,ysicians experiments.

\Ve note that an equal amount of information about the unkno"\vn treatment is
produced in the equilibria in versions ..4 and B. Hovvever, the expected payoffs are not
the same in the t"\vo versions, since the information generated by the experimenting
physician also benefits the other physician. The highest individual expected payoff
accrues in version B to the physician \vho does not experiment ("\vhen the other
does). l\1oreover: the highest expected combined payoff is achieved in the asymmetric
equilibria in model B.

If both physicians experiment under mutual observability, as in version B, the
con1bined payoff "\vould be less: the benefit to the physicians (as a group) from taking
the safe action in period one out"\veighs the benefit derived from the extra information
produced ,vhen both physicians experiment. Although not an equilibrium, this out
come produces the second highest combined expected payoffs and therefore dominates
the equilibrium outcome in version ..4: \vhere both individuals experiment in isola
tion. Furthermore, this outcome produces the most information about the unkno\vn
treatment's success frequency since t"\vo (joint) observations are made in stage one.
This also suggests that there are values of the kno"\vn treatment's success frequency y
for v\rhich cooperative experimentation "\vould occur, ,vhen individual experimentation
does not. If both physicians \vere to experin1ent and treat their respective patients
"as one" (that is, treated jointly) in stage one, optin1ality "\vould prescribe that they
experiment for all y values in the set ~~am., vilhere

h [18(8+2))
l';;eam= 2'4(b+3) .

Clearly, lTD C ~~am., implying that joint experimentation should optimally occur for
a larger set of parameter values of the knovvn treatment. Ho"\vever, although this
behavior improves the combined expected payoff and increases kno"\vledge about the
unkno\vn treatment: the expected payoff is still inferior to the asymmetric equilibrium
outcomes in version B : in a sense~ too much inforll1ation is produced in this outcome.

8There i'3 also an inefficient Inixed strategy equilibriuln "vhere both physicians experilnent with
probability ]J == [6y - 3 + b (3y - 2)] /b (By - 5).
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Consequently, in a cooperative solution (or a social planner solution), only one of
the physicians should experiment \vith the unkno\vn treatment. The other physician
should prescribe the kno\vn treatment in stage one, and subsequently use the infor
mation produced by the experimenting physician. In order to arrive at any of the
two equilibrium outcomes, it is required that one physician "yield" to the other and
experiment in stage one. This is, as argued above, perhaps unlikely to occur since
the physicians are identical in every respect. Rather, there is a good possibility that
the vvorst outcome arises in which none of them experiments.

A natural question is hovv the analysis above changes if \ve consider a larger
population of patients in each period. In the following section "\ve see that the results
above ren'lain robust in this case.

3. EXTENDED PATIENT POPULATION

Suppose nO~T that each of the two physicians is visited by more patients who should be
treated as effectively as possible. There are a fe"\v different, although related, scenarios
to consider here. First, "ve assume that the physicians have a binary experimentation
choice in both periods: either they experiment and prescribe the unkno"\vn treatment
to all n patients, or they do not and let all n patients have the known treatment.
This perhaps son'levvhat unnatural assumption constitutes a first step, since it is the
closest to the basic model considered above.

A more natural formulation "\vould make the physicians able to prescribe both
treatments in both periods. That is, "\ve may let both physicians i E I choose a
subset of kil E {a, 1... , n} patients to ,vhom they assign the unknown treatment
in period one. Then they observe the outcomes, and based on the results from the
observations they choose a nevv subset k i2 from a ne\v set of lV patients.

\Ve consider also the follo\ving third case. Both physicians each face a total
(kno"\vn) number of n patients to treat over both periods. The problem for physician ·i
is to choose an optimal number k i individuals for whom to assign the unkno"\vn treat
ment in period one (the test stage). Given the outcomes, physician i then prescribes
the treatment she believes to be superior to the remaining n - ki patients in period
two (the treatment stage). Her objective is still to maximize the overall number of
successful treatments in both periods. The difference bet"veen this formulation and
the t"\vo preceding ones is that here, the physicians do not get a new batch of pa
tients in period t\vo. Although this frame\vork is different from the setup in the basic
model considered in the previous section, it can be argued that it is perhaps the most
natural formulation. Ivloreover, it has been considered in recent studies of clinical
trial sizes.9 It is therefore "vorth\vhile to consider its extension to the B version "\vith

9See e.g., Gittins and Pezeshk [2000] , and Su, Cheng, and Berry [1999] .
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mutual observability. We 'Vvill refer to the formulations above simply as cases I, II,
and III.

In order to facilitate comparisons \:vith the basic model, vve consider the various
cases in versions A and B separately. l\Iloreover, ,ve assume that Di == 1 for i, j E I
throughout this section for analytical convenience.

3.1. Case I. Here we suppose that the physicians have a binary experimentation
choice in both periods with kil == {n, O} patients. Suppose first that the physicians
have no possibility to observe each other, that is, we consider version A. The problem
is the same as the one in the basic case, ,vith the second period value exchanged to
lE [max {lE [X2Iki1] ,y}], ,vhere lE [~Y2Iki1] denotes the expectation of X 2 conditional
on the history generated by ki1 observations. For ease of exposition, ,ve let the
function F (n) be the expected value of the maximum of the estimated unkno\:vn
treatment's success probability given n trials, JE [~X"2 In] , and the known treatment's
success frequency, y. That is, \:ve define

F (n) == JE [max {JE [X2 In] , y}] . (7)

Intuitively, it seems natural that this value should increase as information accrues
(other,vise information \:vould not be valuable). This is indeed the case: the function
F (n) is non-decreasing in n, provided that the support of the distribution has at least
two interior points (see Su, Cheng, and Berry [1998]). In the case \vhere the prior
belief over the unkno\vn treatment's success propensity is rectangular, it will in fact
be strictly increasing in TL The function F (n) is then given by:

1 'Tl {k+1}F(n) == --Lmax --,y .
n+l n+2

k=O

This expression is conveniently approximated by the function <P (n):

1 [y(n+
2
)-1 n k + 1] 2 ( )

<p(n)==-- L y+ L -- rv n+y n+2.
n + 1 n + 2 rv 2 (n + 1)

k=O k=y(n+2)

(8)

(9)

a concave function \vhich is strictly increasing in TL 10

As in the basic case, \ve calculate the critical value y~ of the kno\vn treatment's
success parameter belo\v ,vhich the physicians should prescribe the unkno\vn treat
ment. In line \vith the section above, ,ve can define an experimentation set };

IOFrolll here on, all calculations are based on this apprOXill1ation.
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Yn == [~, y~) , ,vhich depends on the number of observations n, ,vhere it is optimal to
prescribe the unknown treatment. The critical level y~, is (approximately) given by:

c 2n + 2 - [2n2 + 3n + 2]1/2
Yn == n + 2 .

The critical value y,~ is increasing in n, implying that when the number of potential
observations available increases, the unkno"vn treatment vvill be chosen for larger
values of y in model A. Hence, in this sense experimentation can be said to occur more
easily if there are more patients: this point also relates to the" joint" experimentation
case mentioned in the previous section. Also, since q> (n) is increasing in n, the
expected payoff increases in n in model A.

The situation in the model B version of this extension "\\Till qualitatively remain
the same as in the basic model B case. While the upper bound of experimentation
set Yn increases with the number of patients n, the free riding effects that the mutual
observability assumption produces are still equally po,verful here. In other ,vords, the
t,vo asymmetric equilibria virhere one physician experiments and the other does not
are no,v sustained for higher values of yC, but this outcome is still not very likely since
the incentives to free ride on the other physician's experimentation are the same as
in the basic case.

More specifically, consider an experimenting physician i in the asymmetric equi
librium. Given that the other physician (j) does not experiment, ·il s incentives not to
deviate increase "\\rith the number of patients n, by virtue of the results from version A
just above. Similarly, physician j "vill have stronger incentives not to deviate from her
choice of not experimenting as n increases, since she also benefits from the knov\Tledge
produced by i : although her benefit increases in n regardless of ,vhether she chooses
the unkno\vn or the known treatment, she benefits more from not prescribing the
unkno,vn treatment. This again is a consequence of decreasing marginal returns to
information. Hence, in this sense, the asymmetric equilibrium is sustainable for larger
values of y ,vhen n gets larger. The requirement on y in order for the experimenting
physician not to deviate is y < (E [..Y1] + q> (n)) /2, which is increasing in n. Similarly,
for j not to deviate "\\Te have that y 2: E [~Y1] + q> (2n) - <P (n) must hold, ,vhich is
decreasing in n, but bounded from belo,v by 1/2 since limn~oo <I> (2n) - q> (n) = O.

\Ve summarize the results as follo"vs.

Proposition 3. If n denotes the number of outcomes resulting from the unkno1VTI
treatment in period one, then 1ve have that }~, C }~,+1 (for given y) in model A.
Although the set Y 1vhere an as"ymmetric equilibriunJ is sustained increases in n, the
coordination failure is just as likely~ to occur as in the basic l1Jodel B.
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3.2. Case II. In this case, we suppose that the physicians can make an (approxi
mately) continuous choice of k patients from all n patients in both periods. In version
...4, \vhere the physicians can only observe the outcomes from their own treatments,
both physicians ·i E I choose kil and ki2 in order to maximize the follo\ving expression:

subject to kil, k i2 E [0, n]. Clearly, it must be optimal to prescribe the treatment
currently believed to be superior to all n patients in the last period, irrespective
of what happens in the first period. The problem is therefore to choose kil as to
maXImIze:

V (kill ki2 ) = ~ [ki1JE [Xl] + (n - kil ) Y + n<I> (kil )] .
n

The solution to this problem is given by:

(11)

(12)
{

[

'Yl (1_",2\] 1/2
~ if >1/2

k * r--..I 2y-] Y
i1 r--..I

n other,vise

for both i, j E I. This result ,vill be modified \:vhen 1Ne consider version B ,vhere the
physicians have access to each others' prescription outcomes. In this case, the best
reply function for physician ·i is given by:

(13)

(14)

The best reply functions for the physicians coincide, and ,ve have a continuum of
equilibria. \Ve note that if physician j treats one additional patient \vith the unkno\vn
treatment in stage one, physician i vvill optimally reduce her prescription of the
unkno,vn treatment by one. A symmetric equilibrium has both physicians sharing
the experimentation activities:

k ~ == k ~ == ~ [n (1 - y
2

)] 1/
2

2] J1 2 2y - 1 .

Hovvever, the same reasoning that applies in the basic model is also valid here. Al
though none of the physicians has an incentive to deviate unilaterally there is still an
incentive to free ride on the other. This is no surprise in light of the results obtained
earlier. Since experimentation produces the same information, irrespective of \vho
conducts it, and both physicians can acquire it from each other ,vith out cost, it is
better to play it safe and let the other experiment. The preferred equilibrium by
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both physicians is therefore to choose no experimentation in the first period, and let
the other physician experiment \vith her patients. As in the basic case of version
B in section 2, there is thus a strong incentive not to experiment that potentially
leads to an adverse outcome with no experimentation. In sum, we have the follovving
proposition.

Proposition 4. The optimal experimentation size in a population of n patients in
period one is of order n 1/ 2 in model A. In model B, there are man)! equilibria lvhich
involve experimentation from both physicians that are all Pareto efficient. However,
a likely outcome is that neither experiments due to the information externality.

3.3. Case III. Finally, ,ve consider the third formulation where the decision con
cerns the optimal clinical trial size k :S n, rather than simply \iVhether or not to
experiment in period one. As mentioned above, this setup is different from the one
in the basic modeL Ho\vever, we find the formulation interesting because it has a
natural appeal and, moreover, it appears elsewhere in the literature on clinical trials.

Beginning again vvith model A, the maximization problem facing physician i E I
is nOVl to choose k i as to maximize the expression:

Vi (ki ) = .!.. [ki:IE [Xl] + (n - ki):IE [max {:IE [X2Iki] ,y}]] ,
TL

(15)

subject to 0 :S ki :S n. The solution to this program shows that the optimal clinical
trial size k; is of order n 1

/ 2 :

(16)

This result is in line \vith the result offered in Su, Cheng, and Berry [2000] : for
non-extreme values of 'Y and for large TL, the optimal clinical trial size should be
substantially smaller than the patient population. Using this as a benchmark, vve
novv turn to version B. Not unexpectedly, it tlu~ns out that the equilibrium clinical
trial size is smaller than in version A. The best reply functions are:

1 [ (2)]1/2ki (kj ) ~ - (n + kj) 1 + 'Y - kj ,
'Y

for 'i,j E I, and the unique pure equilibrium is symmetric, given by:

(17)

(18)

The physicians \vill reduce their trial sizes by about a half compared \vith the result
in model A. The flavor of this result is similar to the one in the cases above: the
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experimental activities decrease \vhen they no longer act in isolation. It is important
to note, ho\vever, that this is frame\vork is slightly different from the basic model and
the first extension. There is only one decision node here, so the physicians cannot
free ride on each other's experimentation to the same extent as in the basic model.
Therefore, the effect of the coordination failure is not nearly as severe as in that case.
Nevertheless, in equilibrium each expects the other to contribute \vith observations
from the unknown treatn1ent, so the physicians assign fe,ver patients to the unknown
treatment in version B than they do in version A.

4. CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

The objective of this paper has been to establish a simple framework for analyzing
the strategic behavior that might arise in situations in ~Thich individuals can observe
each others' actions. We considered a t,vo period scenario in which physicians choose
between t,vo treatments, of \vhich one has unknown characteristics. Learning then
becomes relevant since the objective is to treat patients as effectively as possible. In
particular, \ve compared t\VO different information structures. In the first, version A,
the physicians could only learn about the unkno\vn treatment's efficacy by prescribing
it to their patients. In the second, version B, the physicians could also without
cost observe the outcomes from each others' prescriptions as \vell as from their ovvn.
This opened up another possibility to learn about the unkno\vn treatment since the
outcomes vv-ere assun1ed to be independent of the physicians and patients. \\Te defined
experimentation as the act of prescribing the unknovvn treatn1ent in the first period,
even though the prior belief \vas that the other treatment \vas superior. \\Tithin the
confines of a special example, \ve solved explicitly for the equilibrium strategies in
the t\VO versions, and characterized the possible outcomes.

For the relevant parameter values, our results suggest that experimentation is less
likely to occur ,vhen the physicians can observe each other than ,vhen they cannot.
The reason for this is that the information produced as a result of prescribing the
unkno~Tn treatment is a public good. Therefore, there is a strong incentive for both
physicians not to experiment and thereby increase their expected payoff by choosing
the "safe" treatment in the first period. For the interesting values of the kno\vn
treatment's success propensity y, vve typically have asymmetric equilibria ,vhere one
of the physicians experiments ,vith the unkno'7\.TI treatment, and the other prescribes
the knovvn treatment. Since the physicians are symmetric in all respects, there is
no particular reason to believe that they \vill end up in an asymmetric equilibrium
,vhere one of them "yields" to the other. Therefore~ a likely outcome is that both
choose the kno\vn treatment in both periods and thereby forego the expected payoff
that they other\vise \vould get.

It is interesting to compare ho\v the different outcomes would be ranked from
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a societal perspective. A social planner concerned with the sum of the physicians'
welfare prefers the asymmetric equilibria since they provide the highest expected
con'lbined payoff. The optimal amount of experimentation is the same in versions ..4
and B in terms of the knowledge gained. In the latter case, it is enough that one
of the physicians experiments and that the other free rides on this information. If
both individuals were to experiment under mutual observability, the expected payoffs
decrease. This outcome is, ho\vever, the second most preferred by a social planner.
Hence, to ensure the highest expected combined payoff, the planner \vould promote
optimal experimentation by assigning this activity to some physicians, and dictate
that this information be available to other physicians.

The general result remains valid also in the extended version, in \vhich more
observations are available. The efficiency loss due to coordination failures will increase
when the number of patients is larger: although more information is generated in the
asymmetric equilibria, this information is lost in the out-of-equilibrium outcome, just
as in the basic case.

Thus, this analysis has found that there is an increased risk that kno\vledge about
an unkno\vn treatment is not advanced in a setting ,vhere the decision makers can
observe each other, in contrast to a situation in ,vhich they cannot. In short, this setup
that allows for observational learning is highly afflicted by the social inefficiencies that
are usually associated \vith public good analysis.
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Altruism as a cause of insurance market failure

BJORN PERSSON AND JORGEN \tV. WEIBlTLL*

STOCKHOL1vI SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS

ABSTRACT. vVe here develop a model in order to study the effect of altru
isnlon individuals' insurance decisions. The main question is if the potential
strategic incentive to free ride on others' altruism can lead to insurance market
failure. One relevant concern is ,vhether there \vill be any transfers at all in a
large economy, even \vith altruistic individualfl, since the incentive to give may
be weakened as the population grO\VS - altruists free-riding on each other. Om'
main results indicate that altruis111 can have a detrimental effect on insurance
markets in a setting \vhere the individuals are identical. If, hO\\Tever, individu
als differ much as to the health risk, and these individual risks are observed by
the insurers, then we find that the degree of altruism must be (perhaps unreal
istically) high in order for altruism to cause insurance luarket failure. A nl0re
complex pattern is found in the case of asymmetric information: lo\v levels of
altruism increases the number of equilibria, as conlpared with the case without
altruislu, while high levels of altruism knocks out all insurance equilibria.

1. INTRODUCTION

Every year in 'the US, \vhere the extent of private donations to charity is the largest in
the \vorld, more than t\vo-thirds of the population makes voluntary contributions to a
\vide range of charities, interest groups~ and non-profit organizations. A recent article
(Rose-Ackerman [1996]) reports that the value of the total monetary donations in the
US exceeded $120 billion in 1990, nine-tenths of \vhich \vere personal contributions.
The fact that individuals donate money to strangers could be interpreted as evidence
that people have altruistic concerns for others' \velfare. 1

Altruism can, ho\vever, potentially cause socially suboptimal outcomes by cre
ating strategic incentives for individuals to exploit the benevolence of others. The
reason is that an individual \vith altruistic preferences cannot commit not to help an
other individual in need, and kno\ving this the receiving individual may for example

*Department of Econolnics, Stockhohn School of Econolnics, SE - 11383 St.ockholnl S·weden, and
the Research Institute of Industrial Econolnics, SE - 114 85 Stockhohn~ Sweden.

IGiving up consulnption for the benefit of others may also be consistent \vith selfish behavior.
Individuals may be 1110tivated by guilt or a. sense of duty, or have preferences for fairness (see e.g.,
Andreoni [1988]). Furthermore, individuals lllay want not to see poor people in the streets~ or be
concerned with reputation effects and social status, or they 111ay hope to be helped in the future if
they help others now (cooperative egoiSln).
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over-consume at an early stage in expectation of help at a later stage. The altruist
recognizes this, and rationally over-saves in order to provide support to the other.
Therefore, an inefficient allocation of resources may result. Interestingly, both the al
truist and the exploiting individual could be better off if the altruist could commit to
his or her future support. This is sometimes referred to as the Samaritan's Dilemma,
after Buchanan [1975] who identified the incentive problem.

In this paper, \ve examine how incentives to purchase insurance are influenced by
the presence of altruism. We consider individuals who in addition to their o\vn utility
from consumption care also about other's utility from consumption. 2 All individuals
are assumed to be equally altruistic to\vard each other. The individuals consume one
good only, ,vhich \ve refer to as health for the sake of concreteness. \Ve believe that
health serves as a good motivation for our purpose, although it puts no restriction on
our treatment as such: in the analysis, health is tantamount to income and can be
traded among the individuals. The cost incurred for improving another individual's
health equals a loss of one's o\vn health to exactly the same degree. \Ve imagine that
initially each individual is endowed \vith one unit of health and faces an exogenous risk
of falling ill (losing health). Prior to the realization of such a health loss, individuals
can purchase health insurance that fully protects them from this adverse outcome.
Due to the presence of altruistic preferences, ho,vever, individuals may want to make
health transfers to those \vho are worse off than themselves - for example to uninsured
individuals \vho fall ill. Therefore, some individuals may opt to forego insurance and
instead rely on the altruism of others. Our main task, then, is to investigate ho,v
the possibility of receiving charity affects individuals' decisions to buy insurance in
the market. In particular, \ve ask under \vhat circumstances, and to ,vhat extent,
altruism can cause the insurance market to partially fail or collapse completely.

l\:fost of the previous literature on altruism and efficiency has considered the conse
quences that arise from interaction between only a fe\v (usually t\VO or three) individ
uals. A paper closely related to ours is Lindbeck and Weibull [1988L \vhich provides
a game-theoretic analysis of the incentive conflict considered in Buchanan's informal
account mentioned above. That study focuses on the case of two equally or unequally
altruistic individuals who make intertemporal consumption decisions. As a special
case, one individual may be altruistic to\vard the other ,vho is purely selfish. In sub
game perfect equilibrium, the selfish individual ,vill squander at an early stage, thus
leaving the altruist to provide for him in the next stage. The altruist cannot credi
bly commit to not help the other individual, and such equilibrium behavior may be
Pareto inefficient, an inefficiency that can prevail even if both individuals are equally

2This is sometilnes called pure altruisl11. An i1npure altruist also derives utility directly froln the
act of giving per se, a so called 'warm glo\v effect (see Andreoni [1989]).
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altruistic. It is argued in that study that the externality caused by altruism may
justify mandatory pension schemes from an efficiency vie\vpoint, since these provide
a form of binding commitments. The conclusion is at variance \vith Becker's [1974],
[1976] so called rotten-kid theorem.3

The role for mandatory insurance as a means to alleviate distortions due to al
truisn1 is further elaborated in Coate [1995], "\7I.Tho considers an economy with two
altruists and one selfish individual. The selfish individual is risk-averse and subject
to a possible loss of income, but can obtain insurance against this loss. The t\VO
altruists are wealthy, and this is kno,vn by the selfish individual. The latter vvill
under-insure in anticipation of help. In Coate's model, one source of inefficiency
comes from the fact that the poor individual, by relying on the altruists, does not
choose a socially optimal level of protection. Another inefficiency arises from the fact
that the altruists' giving may not be optimal from their o,vn viewpoint. The reason
is that charity is a public good to both altruists, and is therefore afflicted \vith well
kno,vn free-riding problems: each altruists has an incentive to free-ride on the other's
altruism, and therefore to under-provide charity. Consequently, there is a "double"
rationale for the public provision of in-kind transfers to the poor from a government
acting on behalf of the altruists. Coate also notes that the public insurance solution
may not be unambiguously (Pareto) optimal in case the altruists also derive "vvarm
glo\v" (Andreoni [1989]) from giving charity. He suggests that the charitable behavior
of others is key to explaining ,vhy many (lo\v-income) citizens in the US lack basic
health insurance and disaster insurance.

In the scenarios described above, altruism can potentially cause severe social in
efficiencies. It is not obvious, ho\vever, to vvhat extent these results hold vvhen one
considers a large population. In particular, if there are many altruistic individuals,
the free riding problem associated ,vith giving ,vill naturally be intensified. Each
potential contributor may consider his or her donation to be so marginal that giving
does not seem worth,vhile. A n1ajor concern \ve address, then, is \vhether there ,vill be
any transfers at all in a large economy. Free riding among contributors is considered
in Andreoni [1988], ,vho argues that the public good vie,\! of altruism (pure altruism)
cannot possibly account for the extensive charity donations observed empirically. As
the population gro,vs, only the ,vealthiest individuals ,vill n1ake contributions, and
average donations 'i\Till converge to zero.4 In light of this result, \ve might expect that
the effects of altruism are too small to cause insurance markets to fail: if ,vould-be
recipients expect only diminutive charity contributions, they clearly have an incentive

3A treatment of the Salnaritan's Dilen1lna and its relation to Becker's rotten-kid theorenl is also
found in Bruce and \Valdlnan [1990] .

4Andreoni concludes that motives other than altruiSl11 are needed to explain actual donation
patterns.
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to self-protect efficiently.
Another question ,ve address here relates altruism to the information structure

that prevails bet"\veen insurers and their clients. The adverse selection n'lechanism
that normally kicks in "\vhen there is asymmetric information about the propensity
of loss is a "\vell-kno"\vn cause for insurance failure. Little is kno"\vn, however, how the
adverse selection effect interacts with altruism. Specifically, we ask "\,rhether altruism
"\vill reinforce or counteract the adverse selection effect. It is possible that high-risk
individuals will have ,veaker incentives to insure, compared to a situation without
altruists. This could cause insurance premia to fall and thus bring more lOvv-risk
individuals into the insurance market, and thus alleviate adverse selection. On the
other hand, it is possible that altruism may provide a "cushion" that vveakens the
incentive to buy insurance. vVe therefore examine the traditional case in "\vhich the
insurers kno"\v only the average risk level in the population while each individual
knows his or her individual risk.

Our main results indicate that altruism can have a detrimental effect on insurance
markets in a setting vvhere the individuals are ex ante identical. If, ho"\vever, individ
uals differ much as to the health risk, and these individual risks are observed by the
insurers, then "\ve find that the degree of altruism must be (perhaps unrealistically)
high in order for altruism to cause insurance market failure. A similar, but some"\vhat
more complex pattern is found in the case of asymmetric information: although al
truism's net effect is to reinforce the adverse selection effects, this distorting influence
becomes strong only at high levels of altruism. At lo"r levels, it causes multiplicity of
equilibria (one additional equilibrium, on top of the tvvo equilibria in the absence of
altruism), "\vhile at high levels of altruism it knocks out the socially least inefficient
equilibrium, and the only remaining equilibrium is complete collapse of the insurance
market. Hence, there is a cause for public health insurance programs, but perhaps
not as strong (at realistically lo"r levels of altruism) as one might have thought.

This paper is structured as follo\ys. First we develop a base model in "\vhich all
individuals are ex ante identical in every respect, and there is no informational asym
metry. Then vve extend the model to allo"\v for individuals "\vith differing health risks;
there is distribution of health risks in the population, and this distribution is knovvn
by everyone in the economy. vVe consider both the case of complete information about
each individual's health risk, as "\vell as the case vvhen each individual's health risk is
his or her private information. The results, and some directions for further research
are discussed in the final section. An appendix establishes a connection between
altruistic concerns for others' utility from health and altruistic concerns for others'
vvelfare including others' altruistic concerns for others "\velfare etc. ad infinitum.
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2. THE BASE l\IIODEL

Consider an economy consisting of n ex ante identical individuals. Each individual
is in each period in some (health) state, h 2:: O. vVe ,vill call an individual in state
h == 1 "healthy" and an individual in state h == 0 "ill." All individuals live in (the
same) two periods, t == 0 and t == 1. In period 1, every individual is healthy with
probability 1 - P and ill with probability p, ,vhere p E [0,1]. In period 0 there exists
an insurance market against this risk. The cost of bringing someone ,vho has fallen
ill back to good health is 1, and the premium for this insurance is actuarially fair,
w == 1 - p. Hence, the expected profit to an insurer is zero, and an individual who
buys insurance is certain to be in health state h == 1 - p in period 1. We assume in
the base model that all individuals and insurers kno,v the risk p of falling ill.

Let x denote the number of individuals ,vho choose to buy the insurance in period
O. In period 1, the total population in general consists of three groups: (A) those who
did not buy the insurance in period 1 and did not fall ill, and hence are in state h == 1,
(B) those ,vho bought the insurance, and thus are in state 1 - p, and (C) those who
did not buy the insurance and fell ill, and accordingly are in state h == 0. Although
each uninsured individual's health state is a random variable, ,ve assume that the
size of each population group is deterministic.5 Every individual being exposed to
the same risk of falling ill, their sizes are accordingly given by

nA == (1- p) (n - x), 7tB == x, and nc == p(n - x) . (1)

2.1. Selfish individuals. Suppose all individuals are selfish in the sense that
no individual cares about any other individual's health state. Suppose, moreover,
that all individuals have the same von Keumann-lVlorgenstern preferences over health
lotteries, ,vith Bernoulli function '1.1, : IR+ --+ IR, ,vhere u is t,vice differentiable, vvith
'll.(O) == 0, u(l) == 1, fU' > 0, u" < O~ and limh__ofu'(h) == -1-00. All individuals are thus
risk-averse, with infinite marginal utility at health state zero.

In the absence of altruism, the individual health states in the three groups are
hA == 1, hB == 1 - p, and he == 0, respectively. Every individual, being risk-averse,
,vill thus choose to buy the insurance:

u.(I- p) > (1- p)'U.(I) +p·u,(O) == 1- p. (2)

2.2. Altruistic individuals. Assume no,v that all individuals have the same
altruistic preferences, defined by the sum of the utility from o,vn health and a scalar

5In a large population with statistically independent individual health states, the population
shares are close to their expected values, by the law of large nun1bers. A.lternatively, individual
health states Inay be thought of as statistically depende'nt random variable:; such that the population
shares are detenninistic.
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a E (0,1) times the sum of all others' utility from health:6

n

Ui == 7J, (hi) + a L 7J, (h j ) == (1 - a) 'lJ, (hi) + ex L 7J, (hj ) .

j#i j=l

(3)

Because of their altruistic concern for others, individuals may want to give voluntary
transfers to those in worse health state than themselves. We therefore assume that,
when all individuals' health states are realized in the beginning of period 1, the
number of ill is kno\vn to all, and all individuals ~Tho are not ill decide independently
"\vhether or not to give a transfer to the ill, and, if so, how much. We thus model the
interaction as a two-stage game "\vith simultaneous moves in each stage. In stage one
all individuals simultaneously choose whether or not to buy the insurance. In stage
tvv-o, each individual learns his or her health state, and the number of uninsured ill.
All indiyjduals then sin1ultaneously choose their personal voluntary (non-negative)
transfer to the ill. vVe analyze the subgame perfect equilibria of this game.

Let t i ~ a denote i's transfer. We imagine that all these individual transfers are
handed over to a charity organization V\Thich helps all individuals who are ill. 7 Every
such individual receives the same support8

. Hence, "\vith x insured individuals, all
uninsured ill end up in the same health state

1
he = ( ) Ltj.

n- x P j
(4)

Consequently, for any individual i in group A or B, the optimal voluntary transfer,
if positive, must satisfy the follo"\\ring first-order condition:

(5)

6A lllore profound lllodel of altruislll is to let individuals care about others' altruistic concern
for others, etc. in an infinite regress. It can be shown that an additively separable such model is
mathen1atically equivalent with the present model, in a population of fixed size, see appendix at the
end of the paper.

7In particular, this preSlUl1es that thi'3 organization \\Tithout cost or error can verify the health
state of any individual. In the more realistic case ,vhen the organization cannot do this, an additional
lnoral hazard problem arises as healthy individuals 111ay claiIn that they are ill in order to receive
support.

8Due to the concavity of individual utility functions, this allocation 111aximizes the utility sum
across all receivers.
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"\vhere hi is the health state of a giver i after giving the transfer, ti. 9 The right-hand
side is the same for all givers. Hence, all givers end up in the same health state

hG = Cu') -1 [au' (he)] . (6)

Not surprisingly, each giver's health state is superior to that of any receiver: hG > he
(since a < 1).

Figure 1 depicts the decision tree for each individual. Here ~ > 0 denotes the
difference bet"\veen giving the optimal transfer and not giving any transfer, in terms
of the sum of all other individuals~ consumption utilities.

u(ha) + M u(1-p) u(ha)+ M u(l)

I-p

insure
Nature's move:
healthy or ill

Figure 1: The decision tree for every individual ·i.

In equilibrium, either all buy insurance, no-one buys insurance, or some interior
population share buys insurance. \TVe refer to these equilibria as type I~ II and III,
respectively. In type-I equilibrium, no transfers are given and the resulting allocation
is Pareto efficient. In type-II equilibrium, all healthy individuals give transfers to
the ill. (If no transfers "\vere given, then it "\vould be better for each individual to
buy insurance, see section 2.1.) In type-III equilibrium, finally, all individuals are
indifferent between buying and not buying insurance. Ho"\vever, it is not possible
that both the insured and those uninsured \vho are healthy give transfers. For by
the above observation, the resulting health levels must then be the same for both
groups of givers, and this "\\Tould destroy the required indifference: it \vould then be

9No uninsured ill individual has any incentive to give a transfer to other uninsured ill (since
0: < 1). If the giver i in equation (5) belongs to group ...4, then hi = I-ii, 'while if i E B, then
hi. = 1 - p - ti .
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suboptimal to not buy insurance, since the only effect of that would be to run the
risk of becoming ill and receiving support (and hence ending up in a worse health
state). It follo,vs that in type-III equilibrium the insured do not give transfers, but
the uninsured healthy do. However, this can occur only if the follo,ving equation
happens to hold,

(1 - p) u. (hG ) + pu. (hG ) + (1 - p) Ll == u (1 - p) . (7)

This equation fails generically for all subutility functions u, risks p, and levels of
altruism a. Therefore, virtually every subgame perfect equilibrium is either of type I
or II, and \ve accordingly do not analyze type-III equilibria.

Type-I equilibrium. In type-I equilibrium, all individuals buy insurance, no
voluntary transfers are given, and the market allocation is Pareto efficient. \Ve here
examine under "vhat circumstances such subgame perfect equilibria exist. Suppose
therefore that all but one individual, i, buy insurance. The single deviator's ex ante
expected consumption utility is 1 - p + pu (T), \vhere T is the sunl. of transfers from
the n - 1 insured individuals in case the deviator falls ill (\ve used the assumption that
'u(l) == 1). The question is if'T is large enough to make such a deviation ,vorth\vhile.
Suppose all insured individuals give the same transfer, tB , to the deviator in case the
latter fall ill. Hence, T == (n - 1) t B , \vhere t B is individually optimal for every insured
individual expecting all other insured individuals to transfer the same amount. In
order to find t B , note that, if'i falls ill, then each individual j i= i faces the follo\ving
decision problem:

[All] max ·u (1 - P - t j ) + (};'lJ. [tj + (n - 2) tB ] .
tjE [0: I--p]

The associated first-order condition is

(8)

Hence, a necessary (and in fact also sufficient) condition for t B to be an equilibrium
transfer in this subgame is u' (1 - p - tB) == a'u,' [tB + (n - 2) tBL or, equivalently,

(9)

The right-hand side of this equation is a continuously decreasing function of t B ,

starting from a positive value and running dovvn to zero as t B approaches I-p. Hence,
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there exists precisely one solution. 'Ve see from this equation that the equilibrium
per capita transfer tB is increasing in the degree of altruisn1 0:, and decreasing in
the population size n, v.rith limit value zero as n -+ 00. However, the total sum of
transfers given to the deviator, T == (n - 1) tB , is increasing both in a and in n. To
see the latter property, note that equation (9) can be re-vvritten to yield

as the population size n goes to infinity. In sum: vvhile individual transfers tend to
zero - "altruists free-ride on each others' altruism" - the total amount of transfers
tends to a positive limit value.

Having studied in some detail the support T given to a single uninsured individual
"\vho falls ill, we conclude that the strategy profile ,vhich has every individual buying
insurance constitutes a subgame perfect equilibrium if and only if the total utility to
the deviator does not exceed his or her equilibrium utility,

(1 - p) [1 + 0: (n - 1) 'U (1 - p)] + P [u, (T) + a (n - 1) 11, (1 - p - t B )] (11)
S [1+a(n-l)]'U(I-p) , (12)

vvhere t B and T are given in equations (9) and (10). Note that the deviator is
altruistic: he cares about the negative effect on others' consumption ,vhen giving
a transfer to him. Equivalently~ everyone buying insurance is a subgame perfect
equilibrium if and only if

1 - p - 'U (1 - p) + p'U (T) S ap en - 1) [11, (1 - p) - 'u (1 - P - ts)] (13)

In the limit, as n -+ 00, this inequality becomes10

1 - p - tl (1 - p) + pu. (T~) S apTCX'·u,' (1 - p) . (14)

We illustrate the qualitative properties of these conditions in a special case.
Example. Suppose that 'u, (h) == Vh. Equation (9) then becomes (n - 1) t

a 2 (1 - P - t), so

(1 - p) Q2
tB == .

n - 1 + Q2 J

(15)

10 Note, ho\vever, that in the Inore profound Inodel of altruisrn outlined in the appendix, a --+ 0
as n --+ (X): at a certain rate, calling for a different linlit. analysis.
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and the condition (13) for subgame perfect equilibrium becomes

[ (
V1+Q:2/(n-1)-1)] ~ap 1- n < 1- V 1- P .

V1+a2/(n-1) - ,

In the limit as the population sizes goes to infinity, this condition boils down to

(16)

(17)

see Figure 2 belo\;v. Full insurance is a subgame perfect equilibrium outcome for all
combinations of a and p outside the loop in the figure. For all a belovil 0.6, such
full insurance is an equilibrium at all risk levels p. The degree of altruisn1. nlust be
quite high, and the risk of falling ill low, in order to cause market failure in a large
economy. Ho,vever, we have not yet studied the possibility of multiple equilibria for
certain parameter values - another potential source of market failure.

0.8

0.6

alpha

0.4

0.2

o 0.2 0.4 p 0.6 0.8

Figure 2: Combinations of a and p for ,vhich type-I equilibrium exists.

Type-II equilibrium. In type-II equilibria, no individual buys insurance, and
healthy individuals give some transfers to the ill. The resulting resource allocation
is Pareto inferior. The source of this inefficiency is the disincentive effect on buying
insurance due to one's o\vn altruism and the presence of many uninsured ill. Even if
I \vould buy insurance for myself, there ,vill be so many needy ill around that I will
,vant to give a transfer to these, and this (voluntary) transfer '\Tould be so large that,
ex ante, I '\Tould have been better off not insuring myself in the first place. vVe nO\\T
proceed to examine the characteristics of such market-failure equilibria. In particular,
,ve ask for ,vhat parameter values and utility functions they exist.
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.A.ltruism as a cause of insurance market failure

We start by computing the equilibrium transfer, tA, given by each healthy indi
vidual in a type II equilibrium. It is clear that tA is positive, since ex is positive, and
the marginal utility of health is infinite for every individual ,vho has fallen ill and
"vho has not received any support. The ex ante expected equilibrium utility to every
individual i is, by (3),

Ui == [1 + ex (n - 1)] [(1 - p) u (hG ) + p-u, (he)]) (18)

,vhere hG == 1 - tA is the health state of the givers and he == (1 - p) tAlp the health
state of the recipients. Since the transfer t.A. is positive, it necessarily satisfies the
first-order condition

(19)

which arises from each of the (1 - p) n healthy individuals' decision problem, namely
to choose one's o,vn personal transfer l to the charity organization, "vhen expecting
all other healthy individuals to each give l:,4:

[A12] [ (
t+[(1-p)n-l]t4)]n1ax 11· (1 - t) + expn-u, ~ .

tE[O,l-p] pn

Note that the left-hand side of equation (19) is continuous and increasing in lA, from
a positive value (11,' (1) > 0), vvhile the right-hand side is continuous and decreasing
from plus infinity to,vards zero. Hence, the t"vo curves intersect at exactly one point,
and this is the equilibrium transfer tA from each healthy individual to the charity
organization. \Ve note that this equilibrium transfer is independent of the population
size. The diluting effect of more givers on the incentive to give is exactly matched by
the enhancing effect of more receivers. 1loreover, and not surprisingly, the equilibrium
transfer is increasing in the degree of altruism. Note, finally, that the equilibrium
transfer from each healthy individual is increasing in p, the risk of falling ill, as "veIl
as the number of individuals '~lho are ill.

In order to investigate for \vhat parameter values and utility functions the strategy
profile of not buying insurance and giving a transfer if healthy constitutes a subgame
perfect equilibrium, consider an individual-i ,vho deviates unilaterally from this profile
by purchasing insurance and -not giving any transfer to the ill. 11 Such a deviator's
total utility is

Il1vlore generally, the deviating individual also has the choice of giving a transfer to the ill. If such
a transfer would enhance the deviator's t.otal utility~ then the present non-profitability condition is
only necessary, but not sufficient, for the strategy profile to be subgan1e perfect.
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Ui = U (1 - p) + Q (n - 1) [(1 - p) U (hh) + pu (h~)J '

where h~ and hb are the equilibrium health levels of welfare recipients and givers,
respectively, in the subgame following upon i's defection. We see in equation (19)
that transfers are independent of the total population size, and hence h~ and hb are
the same as in equilibrium. Hence, the deviation is unprofitable for individual i if
and only if his utility from own health does not exceed his expected utility from o\vn

health in equilibrium, i.e., iff

U (1 - p) ::; (1 - p) 11 (hG ) + p'U (he) .

This is equivalent to

'\vhere tA is the unique solution of equation (19). This relation implicitly defines a
critical level of altruism, as a function of p, belo'\v '\vhich the type II equilibrium does
not exist. \lVe denote this function a (p). In general, type-II equilibria need not exist
for all ex > Q (p), but ,\ve conjecture that they do exist at least for Q some'\vhat above
the critical value a (p).

Example. Returning to the special case 11 (h) = Vii, (19) yields

and a(p) = -p-.
I-p

In figure 3 Vle plot the critical altruism values for type-I equilibria and type-II equi
libria, as functions of the risk of illness, p. For some combinations of health risk levels
and levels of altruism, t,vo equilibria exist simultaneously. For values of Q and p that
are situated in the region outside the loop and above the curve r~presenting type-II
equilibria, it is both an equilibriun1 that all purchase insurance and that no one pur
chases insurance. These values represent perhaps the most realistic values of both
the altruism parameter and the risk parameter. Consequently, both complete market
failure and full insurance are compatible '\vith reasonable parameter values. We note
that if the risk is large, it can no longer be an equilibrium that the individuals forego
insurance: no matter ho,\v strong the altruistic concerns are in the population, buying
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insurance is better than relying on altruistic transfers from others.

0.8~
0.6

alpha

0.4

0.2

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8p

Figure 3: Combinations of ex and P for \vhich type-I and type-II equilibria exist.

3. HETEROGENEITY

In this section we consider ho\v the insurance decisions, and equilibrium outcomes, are
affected \vhen individuals differ V\Tith respect to their risk of falling ill. As indicated in
the introduction, we \~rill analyze this case in tV\TO information settings: (C) complete
information about the health risks, and (A) asymmetric information, \vhere insurance
companies lack information about individual health risks.

We imagine a population consisting of n individuals, i == 1, 2, ... , n, \vho are iden
tical in all respects except for their individual risk Pi of falling ill. In case (C), all
individuals and insurance companies kno\vs each individual's risk Pi. In case (A), only
individual i kno\vs his or her ovvn risk Pi, \vhile all others, including the insurance
companies, only kno\v the average health risk in society,

In both settings, let <I>(p) be the population share of individuals i \vith health risks
Pi S p. Hence, <I> : [0,1] ---7 [0,1] is a cumulative distribution function, ,vith mean
value p.

3.1. Complete information. In the case of complete information, the insurance
premium exactly matches the individual health risk. Hence, individuals \vith high
health risks may prefer to forgo their expensive insurance and instead rely on others'
altruism. l\!Ioreover, individuals \vith 10\\T health risks may both buy insurance for
themselves and give transfers to the uninsured ill.
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\Ve first note that in the absence of altruism, each individual, being risk averse
by assumption, '\vi11 buy the actuarially fair insurance, just as in the case of a ho
mogeneous population (see subsection 2.1). Secondly, in the presence of altruism 
assuming all individuals to be equally altruistic - "\ve note that, just as in the homoge
neous case, all transfer recipients end up in the same health state he, and all transfer
givers end up \:vith the same health state kG, "vhere

u' (hG ) == au' (he) , (20)

(see equations (6) and (5)). Unlike in the case of identical individuals, however, it
is no,v possible that both uninsured healthy and insured individuals make positive
transfers to the uninsured ill. In particular, individuals "vith lo"\v health risks P may
prefer to both insure and transfer, "vhereas individuals "vith high health risks P may
prefer not to insure themselves, but give transfers in case of a good health outcome
for themselves. Individuals vvith intermediate health risks, on the other hand, may
prefer to insure themselves but not give any transfer.

\Ve no"v follo"\v up on this equilibrium conjecture, and assume that individuals
vvith health risks belo"\v son1e critical level PG will both insure and make positive
transfers, ,vhile individuals "vith health risks above some critical level Pc > PG will
not buy insurance, and give transfers in case of their o"\vn good luck. Individuals vvith
health risks bet,veen PG and Pc ,vill buy insurance but not make any transfers. Are
there values of PG and Pc that make this a subgame perfect equilibrium outcome?

We solve for equilibrium by backwards induction. The equilibrium health level hG

of givers not only has to satisfy the first-order condition (20), but it also has to make
individuals "vith health risk PG indifferent bet"\veen giving and not giving a transfer.
Thus

hG == 1- PG .

Nloreover, the transfer from each individual i E A U B is given by

{

I h if i E A

t i == 01=h: -Pi if i E Band Pi s: Pc

if i E B and Pi > PG

Using equation (21), this becomes

{

P if·i E A

t i == Po: - Pi ifi E B and Pi s: Pc

if i E B and Pi > PG
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Adding up the transfers from both groups of givers, ",re obtain the follo\ving equation
for the total amount of transfers given, T == Lj t{

Tin Pa11

(1 - p) del> (P) + ra
(Pc - p) dill (p)

Po Jo
PG [1 + <I> (PG) - <I> (Pc) - p+ \lJ (Pc)] - W(PG)

\vhere W : ~+ -7 [0,1] is defined by W (s) == los pdi1>(p). Hence, W is continuous and
increasing from 0 to p, with w(p) :::; <I>(p) for all P E [0,1]. Given all individuals'
transfers, hc , the resulting health state of the uninsured ill, is thus given (just as in
equation (4)) by

I == T [ 11
del> ( )1- 1

== Pa [1 - <I> (Pc) + <I> (Pa)] - W (PG) _
1C n Pc P P P_ W (Pc) Pa ,

(24)

The critical risk level Pc, finally, has to make the individual indifferent bet\veen, on
the one hand, buying insurance and not giving any transfer, and, on the other hand,
not buying insurance and giving a transfer if lucky:

'U (1 - Pc) == (1 - Pc) U (ha) +Pe'u' (he) . (25)

\Ve thus have four equations in equally many unkno,vns, Pa, Pc, he and hc . Elim
inating the health states, we obtain the follo\ving t"vo equations in the t"vo critical
risk levels, Pc and Pc:

{

au' [(PG [1 - <I> (Pc) + <I> (Pa)] - W(Pa)) / (p - W(Pc)) - PG] == 71.' (1 - PG)

Pc'll ((uTI ['11' (1 - Pc)] /0'.) = '/1 (1 - Pc) - (1 - Pc) '/1. (1 - Pc) (26)

\Ve return to our example, \\Tith the additional assun'lption that health risks are
uniformly distributed in the population.

Example. In the special case \vhen u (h) == Vh and <I>(p) == p, the t,vo equations
(26) boil do\vn to

{

a? (1 - Pa) (1 - p~) == Pa (1 + Pa - 2pe +P2)

yll - Pc == [1 - Pc (1 - ex)] VI - Pc
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Figures 4.1 and 4.2 sho\v these t\VO equations as curves In the (pc,pG)-plane, for
different degrees of altruism.

•• __ • __....._ •••••• 0 ••••••• _

0.8

0.6

pG

0.4

0.2

0.2 0.4 pC 0.6 0.8

0.8

0.6

pG

0.4

0.2

0.2 0.4 pC 0.6 0.8

Figure 4.1: a == 0.1. Figure 4.2: a == 0.5.

Ftom these graphs we see that if the degree of altruism is lovv (a == 0.1), then
only individuals vlith very high health risks vvill prefer to forego insurance and count
on the help of others. Likevvise, the only insured individuals \vho donate money are
those vvith very lo\v health risks. If the degree of altruism is large (a == 0.5), more
individuals find it better to become charity recipients in case they do not fall ill.
Ho\~rever, even at this high level of altruistic concerns in the population, nearly three
individuals in four prefer to insure rather than to rely on others' altruism. We can
therefore conclude that in the complete information case, vvhere the individuals have
heterogeneous health risks, the altruistic concerns need to be quite substantial to
have any significant adverse effect on the insurance market.

3.2. Asymmetric information. As seen in the previous section, it is possible
that insurance markets partially fail in the presence of altruism, even \~Then health
risks are perfectly verifiable by the insurers. Under complete information, high risk
individuals prefer to forego insurance and instead rely on the charity transfers. Sup
pose novv instead that each individual's health risk is private information. A natural
question is then hovv the presence of altruism influences insurance behavior \vithin
this information structure. In particular, \:ve examine vvhether altruism vvorsens, or
'alleviates, the adverse selection effect that arises under as}TIlmetric information of the
traditional type (A) mentioned above. In the absence of altruism, adverse selection
potentially occurs \vhen individuals vvith lo\v health risks prefer not to insure due to
for them unfavorable contracts: insurers must offer a homogenous contract based on
the average health risk in the population in order to make up for the losses on high
risk individuals, and this may cause the insurance market to fail. In a population vvith
altruistic individuals and private information about health risks, vve may still expect
the high risk individuals to insure unless the altruistic concerns are very strong.
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We assume that the average health risk level in society, p, is kno\vn by everyone.
An individual vvith health risk p loses one unit of health \vith probability p.

Without altruism. As a benchmark, we first consider the case \vhere the indi
viduals are purely selfish, that is, when a == o. As is well known, insurance markets
vvith asymmetric information may break dovvn due to adverse selection. We maintain
the assumption of an actuarially fair insurance market, in the follo\ving precise sense.
All insurers offer full coverage, i.e., they fully cover the cost of failing ill, one unit
of health at a premium \vhich equates the insurer's expected revenue \vith expected
costs. Hence, if all individuals \vith a health risk p above some critical level p* buy
insurance, then the premiun1. w has to equate the sum of premiums paid with the
sum of compensations to those vvho fall ill,12

or, equivalently,

1.1)11

diI> (p) = 11

pdiI> (P)
p* p*

[1 - <P (p*)] w == p - \II (p*) .

(27)

(28)

The critical risk level for buying the insurance, p*, has to make an individual \vith
precisely this health risk indifferent bet\veen buying and not buying the insurance,
i.e.,

u(l-w)==l-p*, (29)

(vvhere vve have used the normalizations u (1) == 1 and ·u.· (0) == 0). The t\VQ equations
(28) and (29) are together necessary and sufficient for insurance market equilibriun1.,
and they together imply the follo\ving equation:

w(p*) + [1 - <I> (p*)] [1 - u - 1 (1 - p*)] == p

The corresponding insurance premium w* is given by equation (29), as

w* == 1 - u- 1 (1 - p*) .

(30)

(31)

Equations (30) and (31) together fully characterize insurance market equilibrium.
Note that one such equilibrium is that only individuals \vith risk 1 buy insurance at

12VVe a'3SlUne that the fraction of those vvith health risk p \v'ho fall ill is exactly p, for all health
risks p.
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price 1: p* == 'w* == 1 satisfies both (30) and (31). This "no trade" equilibrium means
complete market. break-down: no risk is eliminated from any individual. The intuition
behind this equilibrium is that if insurers expect p* == 1, i.e., that only individuals ""vho
fall ill \vith probability one buy insurance, then they set the premium accordingly,
w == 1, and then, indeed, no other individuals ,vant to buy insurance since by not
buying their health state is never worse and can be better with positive probability.

For certain utility functions and risk distributions, other equilibria exists as well.
It is never an equilibrium, however, that all individuals buy insurance. This is seen
in equation (30), ,vhich does not have p* == 0 as a solution. Hence, all other equilibria
are interior in the sense that 0 < p* < 1.

Example. Returning to the special case where 'u (h) == Jh and q> (p) == p,
equation (30) has exactly t\vo solutions, p* == 1 and p* == 1/2, and (31) gives w* == 1
and w* == 3/4, respectively. In the first equilibrium, effectively no one buys insurance,
while in the second half the population (those with health risk above one half) buys
insurance at a premium of 3/4.

With altruism. We no,v return to the case where all individuals have altruistic
preferences - the same for all. Like in the complete information case, each insured
individual will end up in the same health state, 1 - w, before making any transfer.
Consequently, all insured individuals \vill in equilibrium make the same transfer to
the uninsured ill, tB ~ O. Similarly, all uninsured healthy individuals \vill make
the same transfer fA ~ O. Hence, if both the insured and uninsured ,vould give
positive transfers, they ,vould end up in the same health state, as givers, just as in
the homogeneous case in section t,vo (see first-order condition (20)). This cannot be
an equilibrium: it \\7'ould be profitable for the uninsured to defect by buying insurance
and thereby eliminating the risk of getting ill and thus become a transfer recipient.
So either only the insured, or only the uninsured lucky, or no-one, give transfers.
The first case is excluded, ho,vever, since the insured \vill have a lower health level,
1 - 'W, than the uninsured lucky, \vhose health level is 1. Hence, if the former have
an incentive to give transfers then so do the latter, once they have learned their o,vn
health state. Thus only t,vo possibilities remain: either only the uninsured lucky give
transfers, or no one gives transfers. The latter case is not possible, however, since it
presupposes that all individuals buy insurance, \~lhich is not an equilibrium, due to
the adverse selection effect, see preceding subsection.

In sum: the only possible subgame perfect equilibrium is that all individuals ,vith
health risk above some critical risk level p* buy insurance, and those with health
risk belo\v p* do not, and, once the health states have been known, the uninsured
health give some transfer, tA, to the uninsured ill. The resulting health level for the
uninsured healthy is hG , and that of the transfer recipients he, ,vhere \\re no,v have
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[1 - <I> (p*)] w == p - W(p*)

u' (hG ) == au' (he) ,

and, if 0 < p* < 1:13

u (1 - w) == (1 - p*) v, (hG ) +P*u (h'e) .

(32)

(33)

(34)

\Vith n<I> (p*) uninsured individuals, the number of ill individuals ,vill be nW (p*).
The resulting balance equation for transfers is nW(p*) he == T ~ \vhere the total
amount of transfers to the ill, T, is given by

T = n(l- hG ) lP

' (1- p)d<I> (P) .

The transfer-balance condition can be '71lritten

lJ! (p*) he == (1 - hG ) [<p (p*) - w(p*) ] .

(35)

(36)

We thus have five equations in equally many unknown, p*, 'W, he, he, and T, char
acterizing all interior solutions (i.e. \vith 0 < p* < 1)

\Vhat about corner solutions~ i.e., solution \vhere either everyone buys insurance
(p* == 0) or no-one buys insurance (p* == I)? \Ve kno,v from the previous subsection
that the first possibility is incompatible ,vith equilibrium due to the asymmetry of
inforn1ation; the premium is too high for individuals \vith the lo,vest health risks.
\Vhat about the opposite extreme case~ ,vhich~ after all, ,vas an equilibrium outcome
in the absence of altruism?

Suppose p* == 1. Then the insurance premium is maximal, IV == 1, and hence
the necessary condition v, (1 - w) ::; u (he) is met, for any positive transfer to the
uninsured ill. It remains to find a pair of health levels (hG , he) that satisfy equations
(33) and equation (36), \vhich no\v boils dovln to

fihc == (1 - p) (1 - he) .

13For p* == 0, the equality sign in (34) should be replaced by 2:, and for p* == 1 by :S.
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These two equations together imply the follo\ving fixed-point equation in he:

he = (1/P - 1) (1 - (u') -1 [au' (he)]) . (38)

The right-hand side is continuously decreasing in he, from lip - 1 to minus infinity.
Hence, there exists exactly one subgame perfect equilibrium with p* == 1, i.e., in
which the insurance market collapses. What about other equilibria. We return to the
previous example.

Example. Consider again the special case vvhere u (h) == Vh and <l> (p) == p. The
five equations characterizing all interior solutions then are:

2w == 1 +p*

he == a 2hc

w == 1- [(1 _ p*) y'h; +p*y7i;'J2

T == n (1 - he) (1 - p*12) p*

p* he == (1 - hG ) (2 - p*)

These equations imply the follovving fixed-point equation in p*:

(39)

p* == 1 + ap* -
(1 - p*) (2 - p* + a 2p*)

4 - 2p*
(40)

Figure 5 belo\v sho\vs this fixed point equation for t\VO cases v'lith positive altruism
values, as \vell as for the case vvithout altruism.

0.2

o 0.2 0.4 P 0.6 0.8

Figure 5: The fixed-point equation for ex == 0 (dotted), a == 0.1 (solid), a == 0.2 (dashed).
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Any solution to this equation determines uniquely all the other four variables via
(39). Note that for all a-values in an interval from zero to some value a ~ 0.16, there
exists tvvo interior solutions, see Figure 6 belo\v. As a -+ 0, both interior equilibria
approach the t"vo equilibria in the absence of altruism (p* == 1/2 and p* == 1). For
a == a, the tvvo interior equilibria collapse to one, and for 0; > a there exists no interior
equilibrium. For such high values of a~ the insurance market collapses completely.

0.8

0.6

p*

0.4

0.2

o 0.2 0.4 alphaO.6 0.8

Figure 6: The equilibriun1 correspondence.

Also note that, as a increases from 0 to 0:, the t,vo interior solutions move closer
to each other. In other words: altruism in this range splits the interior equilibrium
into tvvo, both \vith less insurance than in the '~good" equilibrium ,vithout altru
ism (p* == 1/2 ,vhen a == 0). In this some\vhat complex sense, altruism does not
mitigate the adverse selection effect, but reinforces it. The presence of altruism re
duces the "punishn1ent'~ ,vhen falling ill uninsured, and hence dilutes the incentive to
buy insurance. vVe conjecture that the "middle" equilibrium is unstable in plausible
out-of-equilibrium dynamics in the insurance markets.

4. ApPENDIX

A more profound model of altruism is to let individuals care about others; altruistic
concern for others, etc. in an infinite regress. ~lore specifically, suppose

[Ii == 11 (hi) + ,f.)L llj
j#i

for some }8 E (0,1). Addition of all n individuals' total utilities gives

n n

L [!i == L 'u, (hi) + (n - 1) I-J L [li

i=l i=l i=l
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and hence
n 1 n

2:: Ui = ( ) " 2:: U (hi) .
i=l 1 + n - 1 ! i=l

Consequently,

or, equivalently,

(1 + ,8) [Ii == (1 + ((J) (3) U (hi) + ((J) (J t u (hj)
1 + n - 1 1 + n - 1 --t.-

Jr'l,

In sum:

1 [ 1 + nB /3 2::n

][J. == -- I 11 h- lL h·
t 1 + (J 1 + (n - 1) (J ,( ,,) + 1 + (n - 1) (J Hi ,( J)

For fL"'Ced n, this is mathematically equivalent to the model in the main text, if v~Te set

/3
a==---.

1 +n,B

Note, ho\vever, that no,\v Vile have a ----1' 0 as n ----1' oc, for any fL"'Ced,8, a relevant concern
for the limit considerations in the paper.
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N on-reciprocal altruism in dictator games

MAGNUS JOHANNESSON AND BJORN PERSSON*

STOCI{HOLM SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS

ABSTRACT. \Ve carry out a double blind dictator game experiment
\vhere the anonymous recipients are randomly drawn frOlTI the SV\Tedish general
population, and any donations are mailed to the recipients. About a third of
the subjects donate some money.

1. INTRODUCTION

In dictator games, a dictator divides a sum of money between himself and a recipi
ent that must accept the allocation. The standard game theoretic model of payoff
maximization predicts that the dictator "vill keep all the money himself and leave
nothing to the recipient. This prediction has been refuted in numerous experiments
(e.g. Kahnemann, Knetsch and Thaler, [1986]; Forsythe et aI., [1994]).

A possible explanation for the deviations from payoff-maximization in dictator
games is that subjects have a taste for altruism or fairness. This explanation has,
however, been disputed by, among others, Hoffman et al. [1994] and Hoffman, Nlc
Cabe and Smith [1996]. They argued that a main motivation for positive donations in
dictator games may be expectations of reciprocity, i.e. by donating some money the
subject expects to gain in future interactions ,;vith the experimenter, the recipient ~ or
others \\Tho kno\v the dictator ~s decision. They hypothesized that by increasing the
social distance between the dictator and the experimenter donations \vould decrease.
This "ras tested using a double blind experimental design \vhere the decision of each
dictator ,vould be anonymous both to\vards other subjects in the experiment and
to\vards the experinlenter. The double blind procedure significantly decreased the
proportion of subjects that donated anything to 36 percent and the average donation
to 9 percent of the amount allocated. Subsequent experiments ,vith the same double
blind design have yielded similar results \vith average donations ranging bet\veen 8
percent and 16 percent of the amount allocated (Eckel and Grossman, [1996], [1998]).

Although the double blind experimental design decreased donations, about a third
of the subjects still donated some money to the recipients. The reciprocity between
the dictator and the recipient may, ho\vever~ not have been completely removed ,vith
the double blind procedure. The student subjects acting as dictators can infer that
the anonyTIlOUS person is someone like themselves participating in the experiment.

*vVe thank an anonynl0us referee for C0111111ents.
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Therefore, they may not believe that anonymity can be completely guaranteed. This
,\vas also suggested as a possible explanation for the remaining level of donations in
the experiment by Hoffman, lVIcCabe and Smith [1996].

In this experiment we increase the social distance bet\veen the dictators and the
recipients by randomly drawing recipients from the adult general population in Swe
den. If money is donated, it is mailed to the recipients, vvho are una\vare that they are
participating in the experiment. This design guarantees anonymity bet'\veen dictators
and recipients and removes any possible remaining reciprocity in the double blind de
sign used by Hoffman et al. [1994]. If donations in dictator games are motivated
solely by reciprocity, donations should therefore drop to zero with this experimental
treatment. We also replicate the standard double blind procedure used in recent
dictator game experiments (Hoffman et al., [1994]; Hoffman, McCabe and Smith,
[1996]; Eckel and Grossman, [1996],[1998]). The null hypothesis we test is that the
distribution of donations does not differ betvveen the tvvo experimental treatments.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

2.1. Double blind standard procedure. In this experiment thirty subjects are
recruited to room A (the dictator room) and t'\venty-nine subjects are recruited to
room B (the recipient room). The subjects are paid a SEK 50 show up fee, and
asked to sit at assigned seats positioned to keep subjects as separate as possible
(SEK=S'\vedish cro'\vns; Exchange rate June 1999 $l==SEK 8.50). Before the exper
iment starts the subjects are reminded that there should be no talking during the
experiment. The subjects are given the experimental instructions that are read aloud
by the experimenter. A monitor is chosen in the dictator room and he/she con
ducts the experiment and verifies that the procedures are follo'\ved as described in the
instructions.

Tvventy-nine envelopes are randomly distributed to the dictators by the monitor.
Tvventy-seven envelopes contain five SEK 20 bills and five slips of paper of the same
size and the remaining tvvo envelopes contain ten slips of paper. The envelopes \vith
ten slips of paper are included as an additional guarantee of anonymity, since even
if no dictator donates any money to the recipients the decision of a single dictator
cannot be inferred by the dictator. In private behind a screen, dictators remove five
units from the envelope (bills or slips of paper), seal the envelope and then drop
it in a box and leave the room. The box \vith the t'\venty-nine sealed envelopes is
taken by the monitor to room B and the envelopes are randomly distributed to the
recipients. The envelopes are opened and the contents are recorded by the monitor.
The recipients are given the contents of each envelope and leave the room. The
experiment is then over. The procedure is the same as the design used by Hoffman
et al. [1994], Hoffman, 1tfcCabe and Smith [1996] and Eckel and Grossn1an [1996],
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[1998], vvith some modifications.! We carried out one session of this experiment. 2

Subjects \vere recruited among undergraduate business and economics students at
the Stockholm School of Economics.

2.2. Double-blind with randomly drawn recipients from the general pop
ulation. In this experiment thhty subjects are recruited to a room. The subjects
are paid a SEK 50 show up fee, and asked to sit at assigned seats positioned to
keep subjects as separate as possible. Before the experiment starts the subjects are
reminded that there should be no talking during the experiment. The subjects are
given the experimental instructions that are read aloud by the experimenter. A mon
itor is chosen and he/she conducts the experiment and verifies that the procedures
are follo\ved as described in the instructions.

Tvventy-nine envelopes are randomly distributed to the dictators by the monitor.
Tvventy-seven envelopes contain five SEK 20 bills and five slips of paper of the same
size and the remaining two envelopes contain ten slips of paper. In private behind
a screen, dictators remove five units from the envelope (bills or slips of paper), seal
the envelope and then drop it in a box and leave the room. The monitor is given a
box \vith t\venty-nine stamped and addressed envelopes. Each envelope in the box
has been provided \vith the address to a randomly selected person in the Swedish
population betV\ieen the ages 18-74 years, \vho does not kno\v that he/she has been
randomly selected for the experiment.3 The monitor chooses one addressed envelope
and one envelope from the box with the dictators~ envelopes. The dictator envelope is
opened by the monitor and its contents recorded. If the envelope contains any money,
the monitor puts the money in the addressed envelope and seals the envelope. If the
envelope does not contain any money, the monitor discards the addressed envelope.
The monitor continues until all the envelopes have been opened. The monitor then
takes the sealed envelopes \vith money in and, together \vith the experimenter~ goes

l\Ve use a larger group size (thirty subjects rather than fifteen in the dictator roorn). Another
difference is that the alnount allocated to the dictat.ors in the previous experiments \vas $10, whereas
it was SEE: 100 ($12.5) in this experiment. The use of SEl( rather than US dollars also Ineans that
the possible divisions of the nl0ney \-vill differ. In the previous experilllents ten one dollar bills ,,,ere
used, \Vherf'BS ,ve used five SEI( 20 bills (SEI{ 20 is the slnallest. denol11ination of bills in S"\-veden).

2Since six subjects did not arrive on tilne in the dictator group the nUlnber of subjects was t\-venty
four rather than thirty in the dictator rOOIll. The nUInber of subjects \-vas accordingly reduced to
t'wenty-three in the recipient 1'00111.

3The randolll salnple of recipients wa'S provided by a survey research firnl (SEl\lA.-Gruppen).
They provided a randolll sanlple of all persons regist.ered in Sweden in the ages 18-74 years (draw11
frorn SPA.R, the person and address register of the state). The only individuals excluded fr~m the
randolll draw were individuals vlith ~'protected addresses~' (due to that they are exposed to sonle
threat) which is very U11comrnon (about 0.01% of the population), and persons that have asked to
be excluded from all direct Inail advertising (about 2%, of the population).
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to a mailbox and mails the envelopes. The experiment is then over. The exact
instructions for this experiment are reproduced in the Appendix. \Ve carried out two
sessions of this experiment. Dictators vvere recruited among undergraduate business
and economics students at the Stockholm School of Economics.

3. RESULTS

The results are summarized in Table 1, sho\ving the percent of decisions for each
amount donated.

Table 1: Percent of decisions for each amount donated

Amount donated Double blind Double blind
standard randomly dravvn

SEK 0 66.66 68.52

SEK 20 14.29 22.22

SEK 40 14.29 5.56

SEK 60 0.00 3.70

SEK 80 0.00 0.00

SEI( 100 4.76 0.00

Average donation (STD) SEI( 13.33 (24.77) SEI( 8.89 (15.38)

Number of observations 21 54

In the double blind standard procedure 33.34 percent of the dictators donate some
money and the mean donation is SEK 13.33 (13.33 percent of the amount allocated to
the dictators). In the other experimental group \vith randomly dra\vn recipients from
the general population 31.48 percent of the dictators donate some money and the
mean donation is SEK 8.89 (8.89 percent of the amount allocated to the dictators).
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Table 2 contains results from six statistical tests.

Table 2: Statistical test results

Test description P - value

t-test of equal donation 0.45

t-test of equal donation, conditional on giving 0.33

Chi-square test of equal medians 0.88

Chi-square contingency table test that
donations are independent of the experiInental group 0.26

Chi-square contingency table test that, conditional on
giving~ donations are independent of the experilnental group 0.16

lVlann-VVhitney test of donations distributions 0.70

lVlann-vVhitney test of donations distributions,
conditional on giving 0.24

I(olmogorov-Sluirnov test of donation distributions 0.99

I<olmogorov-Snlirnov test of donation distributions~

conditional on giving 0.84

Logit analysis of probability donating 0.88

'l'le carry out the tests both for the entire distributions of donations and the
distributions conditional on giving (donating sOlnething). \Ve fail to reject the null
hy~othesis of no difference bet:\;r{een the experimental groups at the 10 percent level
for all the statistical tests.

4. CONCLUDING REI\IIARKS

In our dictator experiment according to the standard double blind procedure about a
third of the dictators made positive donations, and the mean donation ,vas 13 percent
of the total amount allocated. This result is similar to the results of previous studies
in the LTS ,vith the same design, ,vhere the mean donation has ranged between 8
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percent and 16 percent of the amount allocated (Hoffman et aI, [1994]; Hoffman,
NlcCabe and Smith~ [1996]; Eckel and Grossman [1996], [1998]).

\Ve also introduced a variation in the double blind design to remove any remaining
reciprocity bet\veen the dictators and recipients. The anonymous recipients ",rere
randomly dra\vn from the Swedish general population and any donations \vere mailed
to the recipients. Also \vith this experimental treatment about a third of the dictators
made positive donations. The mean donation v\Tas 9 percent of the total amount
allocated, which is slightly lo\ver than \vith the standard double blind procedure.
This difference was, ho,vever, not statistically significant and ,ve could not reject the
null hypothesis of no difference bet\veen the experimental groups.

\Ve conclude that after removing any possible reciprocity bet\veen dictators and
recipients, about one third of the dictators still deviated from the standard assump
tion of pure selfishness and donated some money. \Ve interpret this as evidence of
other-regarding behavior not motivated by reciprocity.

5. ApPENDIX

Instructions for "double-blind with randomly drawn recipients from the
general population"

You have been asked to participate in an economics experiment. \Ve have paid
you SEK 50 in cash for your participation. trou may also earn an additional amount
of money during the experiment.

In this experiment each of you \vill be paired ,vith a different person ,vho has been
randomly selected from the S,vedish population bet\veen the ages 18-74 years. You
,vill not be told ,vho these people are, either during or after the experiment. You \vill
notice that there are other people in the room \vith you "rho are also participating in
the experiment. You "Till not be paired ,vith any of these people.

One of you ,vill be chosen to be the monitor for the experiment. The monitor \vill
be paid SEl\: 100 in addition to the SEK 50 already paid. The monitor ,vill be in
charge of the envelopes as explained belo,v. In addition the monitor ,~.rill verify that
the instructions have been follo,ved as they appear here.

The experiment is conducted as follo"vs: T,venty-nine unmarked envelopes have
been placed in a box. T\venty-seven of these envelopes contain five SEK 20 bills and
five blank slips of paper of the same size. The remaining t,\TO envelopes contain ten
blank slips of paper. The monitor ,vill call one person at a time and hand each person
an envelope from the box. The person ,vho \vas called "vill take the envelope and go
behind the screen at the end of the room. The envelope ,vill then be opened privately
behind the screen.

Each person in room A must decide ho,v many bills and ho,v many slips of paper
to leave in the envelope. The number of bills plus the number of slips of paper must
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add up to five. The person then pockets the remaining dollar bills and slips of paper.
Example: (1) Leave SEK 20 and four slips of paper in the envelope and pocket SEK
80 and one slip of paper; (2) Leave SEK 60 and t"vo slips of paper in the envelope
and pocket SEK 40 and three slips of paper. These are examples only; the actual
decision is up to each person. Also note that no one else, including the experimenter,
will kno"\\T the personal decision made by each person.

Once you have made your decision you will seal the envelope behind the screen
and then place it in the box at the front n1.arked "return envelopes~i. trou may then
leave the room.

After all twenty-nine envelopes have been returned the n10nitor "vill be given
another box. This box is marked "addresses" and contains tV\Tenty-nine stamped
envelopes. Each envelope has been provided with the address to a randomly selected
person in the S,vedish population bet,veen the ages 18-74 years. This person does not
know that he/she has been randomly selected for the experiment. In each envelope
there is also a letter that describes this experiment. The monitor ,vill then choose one
envelope from the box with "return envelopes" and one envelope from the box vvith
"-addresses". The monitor ,vill then open the envelope from the box \vith "return
envelopes" and record its contents. If the envelope contains any money the monitor
"vill put the money in the envelope from the box ,vith "addresses" and seal the
envelope. If the envelope does not contain any money the addressed envelope \vill be
discarded, i.e. it will not be mailed to the randomly selected person in the population.
The monitor \vill continue until all the envelopes have been opened. The monitor "vill
then take the sealed envelopes \vith money in and together vvith the experimenter go
to the closest mailbox and mail the envelopes. The experiment is then over.
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